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• Residential life

• Orono

Burke to temporarily Prices, advantages of on\offbe police and firechief campus living compared

from Staff reports

The temporary position will
be held for at least the rest of the
Orono Fire Chief Robert month, Burke said.
Burke is taking on the tempoThe position could be held
rary position of Police Chief of longer, depending on chief
the town of Orono, Gerald Lowe's condition, Kempen said.
Kempen, town manager of
"I understand that he has a
Orono said.
doctor's appointment on the first
Burke was appointed to the of October," Burke said.
temporary position by Kempen
Old Town Police Chief
after Orono Police Chief Dan Donald O'Halloran will help the
Lowe went on extended sick Orono police department if any
leave due to serious back prob- serious matters occur under the
lems. The appointment became towns' mutual aid agreement,
effective on Sept. 12, Kempen Burke said.
said.
According to O'Halloran,
Burke said his primary tasks most towns in Maine have mutuwill be dealing with the pur- al aid agreements with neighchasing budget and making sure boring towns to cover police and
business goes on as usual.
fire needs.
Burke will also be handling
"His involvement is strictly
scheduling and discipline for the at the discretion of our departdepartment, Kempen said.
ment," said Kempen.
"The appointment will free
In emergencies such as unatup the captain and sergeant in tended deaths, O'Halloran said
running the technical part," he would be available to brainKempen said.
storm with Orono police. He will
The technical end of the po- also provide assistance to Green,
lice work will be handled by who will have police department
Captain Lenny Green.
personnel report directly to him.
"I'll be taking care of the
"This agreement is an extenadministrative end of it," said sion of that mutual aid agreeBurke.
ment," said O'Halloran

By Jeff Teunisen
Staff Writer

Living on campus has its advantages: close proximity to classes,
"ready-made"meals,and an on-campus atmosphere that can't be duplicated in an apartment. For too
many,the disadvantage is the price.
The cost ofliving on campusin a
residence hall thissemesteris$2,339
per person,for a double room with a
roommate. Out of this, $1,128 is
appropriated for a meal plan of the
student's choice. In this scenario,
each individual pays $1,211 for the
rental of a shared room and a community bathroom.
Broken down on a monthly basis, living in a residence hall costs
$302 per month, per individual or
$604 per room. This includes furniture,R.A.supervision,and cleaning
services for the bathrooms and common areas.
"What students don't realize is
that they are paying for labor costs,
the mortgages on all ofthe buildings
and maintenance, which is a very
See RENT on page 5

Do the advantages of living on campus in a dorm like this out
weigh the higher cost? (Page photo.)

• Renovations

Dunn Corbett refurbished
for UC,office space
Editor's Note: The Maine
Campus will cover the departure of University Collegefrom
the Orono campus in greater
detail in a future issue.

tion of the former dormitories on the north edge of campus it advantageous to them
somehow, Anita Wihry, director of Institutional Planning,
said.
Dunn presently houses sevBy Jason McIntosh
eral active University College
Staff Writer
programs and classrooms on its
first two floors, as an initial
The final touches are being UMaine downsizing plan called
added to former student dormi- for the building to be the new
tories Dunn and Corbett Halls, home of this school; however,
readying them for use by de- these programs will move back
partments from across the Uni- to their old Bangor campus afversity of Maine.
ter this year, due to an adminisVarious offices from trative decision to separate UC
around campus are taking from the Orono campus and link
their business to Dunn and it with the upcoming CommuCorbett because there is more nity College of Maine.
space for them to operate in
Corbett Hall, which is schedthese buildings than in their uled to open its doors in Octooriginal quarters; or the loca- ber, will house the Human Re-

• Local

sources center on its first two
floors, as well as several other,
smaller UMaine departments.
This moving around of departments and services produces a domino effect of sorts as
one department moves to fill
the space left by another as the
first moves into Dunn or Corbett.
For example,the department
of Environmental Health and
Safety, Wihry said, is planning
to move into the space vacated
in East Annex after the payroll
office, which is one of Human
Resources' offices, makes its
transition from there to Corbett.
"As they develop, they'll be
in a lot more training programs,
See HALLS on page 5

• Editorial

Newman Center's new
priest

The politics of the
morning after

page 7

page 12

• Noise

Off-campus students have to
quiet down or face penalties
By M. Jon Rinaldi
Staff Writer

Orono residents are going to
have to keep the noise down or
face up to $300 in fines and the
possibility ofjail.
As of May 11, a noise ordinance went into effect to reduce
and control any loud, unnecessary
or unusual noise which annoys,
disturbs, injures or endangers the
comfort, repose, convenience,
health, peace or safety of others.
The ordinance is in response to
"citizen complaints" about loud
student parties, said Philip R.
Brown,Orono town councilor and
author of the ordinance.
"It's juvenile behavior that
wouldn't be tolerated at home by
their parents," Brown said. "This

• Arts
Tom Petty tribute

page 9

is a way to have people be courteous and considerate."
The police department is responsible for enforcementand upon
complaint will issue warnings to
cease the noise.
If,after a warning,anothercomplaint occurs within a year the person can be fined $100.For a second
violation within a year of the first,
a $200 fine will be levied. A third
violation within a year of the last
carries a $300 fine.
Violators may be physically
arrested for state statute violations
such as disorderly conduct.
Police officers have been
trained in the use of sound meters
and are testing them to get ambient
sound levels this week, hoping to
get on-line by this weekend.
See NOISE on page 5

• Sports
Baseball strike kills season

page 25
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• Castro supporters glad to see refugees go
• Civil war peace pact lasts only three days
• Fishermen stun fish and government
• Civil War

• Exodus

Surge of refugees comes to an end Peacekeeping forces foil takeover

1

HAVANA(AP)— Tomas Torre,custodian of a derelict restaurant in a crippled
country, is not at all unhappy that Cuba has close to 40,000 fewer inhabitants today
than it did five weeks ago.
"We don't want people here who feel they have to be," he said. "Ifthey want to go,it's
fine by me."
"If things stay the way they are, I'll always be a revolutionary," said Torre, 52, a
member of the Communist Party since Fidel Castro swept into power in 1959.
The surge of U.S.-bound refugees touched off by rioting in Havana on Aug.5 appears
finally to have subsided,thanks to an agreement between U.S. and Cuban authorities. And
life in Cuba is settling back into a grinding but long-familiar routine.
The exodus has had little impact on most Cubans. The thousands who fled hunger and
poverty in makeshift rafts were only a tiny fraction of the Caribbean country's 11 million
people.
People like Torre may be a little harder to find now. They're still there, helping keep
Castro entrenched in power.
Torre is caretaker of"La Roca," a once-gaudy restaurant with colored-glass windows
that closed two years ago. He still believes in the system.
Torre praised the Castro government for giving education stipends and free health care
to his family.

MONROVIA,Liberia(AP)—Soldiers led by a feared commander from
the defeated government army tried to seize the presidential mansion
today, but the head of a multinational peackeeping force said the attempt
was foiled.
The fighting came three days after Liberia's three main warring factions
signed a U.N.-approved peace pact to end the nearly 5-year-old civil % ar.
Some of the attackers, who belonged to the former army of assassinated
Liberian President Samuel Doe, remained holed up in the building in Monrovia,
the capital of the West African nation.
Heavy gunfire erupted in the capital about 4 a.m. at Barclay Training Center,
the army barracks near the mansion, a fortress that houses the government
executive offices.
Soldiers from an eight-nation, Nigeria-led African intervention force in
Monrovia intervened.
"A few elements(of the attackers) are still holed up in the Executive Mansion
... but it has been cordoned off by our troops and quite a number of the soldiers
and officers who participated in the shooting have surrendered," Brig. Gen. A.
S. Mukhtar, chief of staff of the African multinational army, told The Associated
Press in a telephone interview.

2

• Dynamite

Fishermen blast
Freetown into a panic
FREETOWN,Sierra Leone(AP) — They were
just trying to catch fish the easy way.
The dynamite blasts some fishermen set off near
the military ruler's seafront residence set off a panic
Tuesday in Freetown. Soldiers thought they were hearing a
rebel attack, townspeople thought it was a coup.
Gunfire broke out at the army barracks, near the beach.
Telephones and electricity went dead. People rushed for
their homes.
Compounding the chaos was an intense tropical rainstorm in Freetown, the capital.
Soldiers with rocket-propelled grenades and other weapons ran to guard the main government buildings in the west
end of the city.
Other soldiers rushed to the beach and started shooting.
They found four frightened fishermen who quickly
confessed to illegally using dynamite to stun fish.They were
arrested as "rebels" and beaten up, then taken to the
military police headquarters, according to army officers
who requested anonmymity.

3

• Walkway collapses

Six killed and seven
• Riot
injured boarding ferry Protestant gunmen
RAMSGATE,England(AP)— A 40-foot-high
walkway collapsed as passengers were boarding a
ferry to cross the English Channel today,killing six
people and injuring seven, authorities said.
The identities and nationalities of the five men and one
woman who died were not immediately released.
The injured included four American men, a Japanese
man, an Austrian woman and a British man, police said.
An earlier report by the British national news agency Press
Association said five Americans were injured.
Some of the victims had spd. Some victims were
crushed by the falling walkway and then by other passengers crashing on top of them. Firefighters used hydraulic
gear to free those trapped by the wreckage.
"It was horrific. It was very dark inside. There was no
light, but we could see a pile of bodies," said fire Officer
Neal Fowler."The passengers had fallen one on top ofthe
other. The structure was preventing them from escaping."
Port authorities said the 90-foot-long walkway had
been in use for only eight months. An inquiry will focus on
whether there was a structural fault or whether the walkway, built by a Swedish company, was not properly fixed.
The Prins Filip is operated by the Belgian-owned
company Oostend Lines.

4

• Weapons

U.S. and N. Korea deadlock
refuse to match ceasefire over nuclear program
BELFAST, Northern Ireland(AP)— Political
leaders appealed for calm today after a day of
rioting broke out over the trial of a Catholic accused of trying to kill a Protestant.
The violence Tuesday aggravated tensions as Protestant gunmen refused to match a cease-fire by the Irish
Republican Army.
Youths set fire to two buses and five other vehicles in
Protestant areas in north and south Belfast, and police
were shot at in four incidents, authorities said. No one
was hurt in the shootings.
Protestant youths hurled gasoline bombs and rocks at
police and firefighters.a
The violence, two weeks after the Sept. I start of the
IRA cease-fire, underlined the fear and anger among the
pro-British Protestant majority, some of whose leaders
have accused Britain of making a secret deal with the
IRA.
"We are appealing for calm again today," Chris
McGimpsey,a city councilman in west Belfast's Shankill
Road area, said today.

5

BERLIN (AP) — Amid reports of a deadlock,
and North Korean diplomats held a third day of
technical talks on American initiatives to steer the
Koreans' nuclear program away from weapons production.
Neither side provided any details of the talks.
The negotiations Wednesday, the last in a series that
started Saturday,began at midmorning and lasted until midafternoon.
The Americans did not show up for an expected evening
session and there was no indication they would attend a
news conference the North Koreans scheduled for Thursday
morning.
The United States has offered to replace North Korea's
reactors with light-water reactors that are safer and produce
less weapons-grade plutonium than the Russian-designed
graphite reactors North Korea is now developing.
There is some question about who will pay for the new
reactors.
The South Korean press attache in Berlin, Jiwon Suh,
said he "did not expect any tangible conclusions" from the
Berlin talks. "It's not the end game.It'sjust the beginning."

6 u.S.
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• GSS

Student Senate cleans up
old business at first meeting
By Michael Lane
Special to the Maine Campus

In its first meeting, the General Student
Senate, despite poor attendance, picked up
where they left off in the spring.
First on the agenda was limited discussion of the $78,000 budget excess. Vice
President Charles Allen said the Executive
Board Committee would meet this week to
discuss distribution options. These options
will be presented to the Senate at next week's
meeting. The excess is due to a $5 increase
in the Student Activity Fee approved last
spring.
The Senate also took care ofsome unfinished business by approving Dave Gagne as
the Vice President of Financial Affairs. He
had been serving as the interim VPFA.
"Dave Gagne is perfect for thejob,"said
Andrew Weymouth.
The motion carried 12-0-1.
"I'm hoping to have a pretty slick year in
office. I'm going to follow guidelines,"
Gagne said.
A resolution remained from last spring
which, if passed, called for a referendum
asking students if they favored allowing
Student Government to raise the student
activity fee by no more than 50 cents.
Aaron Burns withdrew his support and
the resolution was dropped. Burns had been
the only remaining sponsor of the resolution.
A second resolution remaining from last

spring, S-80-4-26-94 would create an annual Outstanding Officer Award. This resolution, with considerable laughter, was likewise tabled.
New resolutions voted on included one
correcting three accounting errors in last
year's budget.
Last spring's appropriation over-budgeted Student Legal Services payroll by
$5,000.
"We don't know why," but the new figures are, "not taking money away from
anyone," Gagne said.
Gagne cited "mistakes in the numbers"
for the $1,000 which the resolution would
add to the Student Government Taxable
Wages budget. In response to questions,
Gagne said that this was not a raise, rather
the resolution would merely pay the employees of Student Government the rate at
which they had been hired at.
The third section of this resolution
amended the budget of $500 for computers
to $2,360.
The motion passed 9-2-1, with Senators
McIntosh and Weymouth dissenting.
The second resolution called for the updating of the ECB guidelines with a resolution that already exists and has been passed.
The original resolution allows the Student Government employees"free and open
use of all events and services,"sponsored by
student activity fees. The resolution was
tabled until next week.
See SENATE on page 22

• THERE'S A
BETTER WAY
TO PORTLAND
AND BOSTON.
CONCORD TRAILWAYS
SERVES THE
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE!
Concord Trailways, one of northern New England's largest
intercity bus companies, offers fast, convenient, non-stop
service from Bangor to Portland, with continuing non-stop
service from Portland to downtown Boston, and connecting
service to Logan International Airport. And now, there's daily
roundtrip service from the University of Maine in Orono,
with additional service Fridays and Sundays!

The comforts of jet
travel for a fraction
of the cost.The things you
like best about flying are here...
fast travel time, a movie, choice
of music channels, big comfortable seats, climate control and
even a snack.

Ride from campus.
Concord Trailways stops behind
the Maine Bear at the front entrance to the gym on Gym Drive.
No reservations necessary.

Riding Concord
Trailways is as fast
as your car and costs
less. The student fare from
Bangor to Boston (with I.D.) is
just $53 roundtrip! Or travel from
Bangor to Portland for just $30
roundtrip (with I.D.). And, it's just
2-1/4 hours to Portland from
Bangor, or 4-1/4 hours to Boston. Instead of fighting traffic,
you can read, study, or just relax.

In the heart of
Boston,the modern Concord
Trailways Station is located in
the business district, just across
the street from South Station and
AMTRAK. There's also a "T"
Station with service to most
colleges and universities.

COLLEGE AVE.

Additional scheduled
service from Bangor
with plenty of free
parking at the Trailways
Station on Rte. 222 (Union
Street). Take 1-95 Exit 47(Rte.
222/ Ohio Street/ Union Street)
and follow the signs to Bangor
International Airport. Trailways
is on Union Street, between
Wendy's and Midas Muffler,
almost directly across the street
from the airport entrance.

Can we help? Questions?
It's good for the
environment. Ride public
transportation and keep the air
in Maine clean and healthy.

Call Concord Trailways
TOLL FREE at 1-800-639-5150
seven days a week from 7:00
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. From the
Bangor area call (207)945-4000.

UNIV. of MAINE—BANGOR, ME—PORTLAND, ME—BOSTON, MA—LOGAN AIRPORT, MA

A NEW GENERATION OF SUPER-HERO.
MONTHLY FROM DC COMICS.

Lv Orono, ME (Univ. of Me.)
Lv Bangor
Arr Portland
Arr Boston, MA
Arr Logan Airport, MA

Daily
———
7:15 am
9:25 am
11:25 am
11:45 am

Daily
10:45 am
11:15 am
1:25 pm
3:25 pm
3:45 pm

Friday
and
Sunday
2:45 pm
3:15 pm
5:25 pm
7:25 pm
7:45 pm

Daily
———
3:15 pm
5:25 pm
7:25 pm
7:45 pm

LOGAN AIRPORT, MA—BOSTON, MA—PORTLAND, ME—BANGOR, ME—UNIV. OF MAINE

Robinson Harris Von Grawbadger

evcrAttz

412E=
A

570 Stillwater Avenue • Bangor. Maine 04401 •(207) 947-5802

Lv Logan Airport, MA
Lv Boston, MA
Lv Portland, ME
Arr Bangor, ME
Arr Orono, ME (Univ. of Me.)
01—Discharge Passengers only.

Daily
9:15 am
10:00 am
12:01 pm
2:15 pm
———

Friday
and
Sunday
9:15 am
10:00 am
12:01 pm
(r)) 2:15 pm
(0) 2:45 pm

Daily
1:15 pm
2:15 pm
' 4:15 pm
(o)6:30 pm
(D) 7:00 pm

Daily
5:15pm
6:15 pm
8:15 pm
10:30 pm
———

Sunday
Only
5:15 pm
6:15 pm
8:15 pm
(Di 10:30 pm
(o) 10:50 pm

Timetable effective September 7, 1994.

Commies ccia- _2-tabbies
(24:0-7) 729-92SS
Zeapalhampt 35vie._714•U
100 _Cawrioritam Utooni
Zaraltrem Jidda's.04086

BONUS! 10% OFF ANY DC COMIC BACK ISSUE
WITH A COPY OF THIS AD!

WHY WOULD ANYONE DRIVE?

CONCORD TRAILWAYS
Tickets Available On Campus At:

HEWINS/ Carlson Travel Network
Chadbourne Hall • 581-1400
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Want to know what
your friends are thinking?
Mentalist/Hypnotist
Ronny Romm

It's a journey into the
imagination!
You loved him last year!
You'll love him again this Friday night!
Sponsored By:
The Union Board:
Diversions
A Division of
Stundent Affairs
581-1735

$2-w/Student ID
$3-Others

Friday, September 16 at 8pm
Hauck Auditorium
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Halls

from page 1

and it'll be advantageous to have them
closer into the campus," Wihry said, of
Environmental Health and Safety.
Corbett, Wihry said, is already filled
up, but Institutional Planning is still
filing through applications for remaining space in Dunn.
The criteria Institutional Planning is
looking at while deciding which departments and services get to fill in the rest
of Dunn, as well as what has the privilege of taking over University College's

space after it returns to Bangor, correspond with why many offices want to
move anyway, such as a need for more
space or centralization is important,
Wihry said.
Departments with immediate problems of space or resources in their present
location have a greater priority in space
assignments than others, she said.
UMaine's Conferences and Institutes
Division is moving into Dunn on Wihry's
recommendation so that it will be closer

Rent

from page 1

large component of the cost to run the cam- food. I didn'tlike thefood offered in the dining
pus," Assistant Director of Residential Life, commons. Also, I wanted more space, like
having a living room to get away to," senior
Ray Moreau said.
'There is no question that living offcampus Tricia Roscetti explained.
The trend for students is to move off
is cheaper than living on campus, but students
should realize that telephone, cable T.V. and campus after staying one or two years in the
utilities add up in the real world. They are residence halls. For many,the move is made
includedin the costofliving on campus,"he said. for more freedom and individuality.
"This is a nationwide issue around college
Even though the cost of living in the residence halls may be more expensive, some campuses.Traditionally upperclassmen move
upperclassmen choose to stay.
off campus as they become more indepen"I enjoy living in the dorm because I don't dent," Moreau said.
For others,the small rooms,cafeteria food
have to worry about parking,the commute,or
preparing meals. Everything I need is here," and noise level of the residence halls makes
students turn to on-campus apartments, such
senior Robert Howarth claimed.
The rent for apartments in the Orono-Old as York Village, for housing.
York Village apartments include three fulTown area ranges from $180-$250 per month,
per individual, for an unfurnished apartment. ly furnished bedrooms, and a fully furnished
The rent is usually based on the number of living room/kitchen area. For $1,211 a semesbedrooms,assuming that each bedroom will be ter or $302 per person,these small apartments
occupied by one person. The apartments often are a good alternative for many. Six people
include heat and hot water, but the electricity, occupy these apartments, and share one bathroom. There are no cleaning services in these
phone and cable costs are not included.
"Ichose to move offcampus because ofthe apartments.

Noises

to Wells Commons and Hancock Hall,
where the events that that office planned
are often held.
The parking lot outside the buildings has been rebuilt as well. A newlypaved, huge lot lies between Dunn's
backyard and the Memorial Gym. A
freshly tarred pedestrian walkway splits
it in half.
"I think that's going to do a lot to
enhance safety in that area, which has
been sort of a shooting gallery in the last
few years," Wihry said.Wihry said that
the whole picture of new renovations,
decorations, and locations make this
quadrangle on the campus's corner a
safe, friendly-looking place, which is
very important toward attracting guests
and conferences to the campus.
"It's much more customer-service
oriented than what we had before."
Money, of course, is as strictly budgeted in this operation as the space is.
Each of the moves into the renovated
Dunn and Corbett is funded by the buildings' budgets in general.
"Part of the cost of renovating the
buildings was moving everyone in," said
Dr. Charles Rauch, vice president of the
Business and Finance Office.
The money used to create these budgets came from different sources. Corbett's restylings fall under a $1.7 million portion of a $3 million bond that the
University of Maine System issued to
UMaine, according to Rauch.
Dunn's changes and moves are being
paid for by a $1.9 million piece of a
larger 10-year loan from UMS.
Other money from these same sourc-

anging near 'unn a •oor
shows the construction inside is quite
complete. (Lachowski photo.)
es were used for other building renovation projects, such as with those on Aubert and Wingate halls.
The buildings, once even lacking elevators, have also been made more accessible to handicapped people, with new
ramps, Braille signs, and strobe-light
fire alarms installed.

"The halls are alive with
the sound ofmusic"

from page 1

"We see this as a tool for the police
officer like a gun,handcuffs or a radio," said
Detective Forrest F. Davis of the Orono
police department.
"We are looking at this as a way to enforce
any sort of noise problem such as construction on a house, not necessarily parties,"
Davis said. "Sometimes it may even show
that the noise level is not even a violation."
The police will use property boundary
lines or a distance of 50 feet to measure the
sound, whichever is closer, Davis said.
"It's not a bad idea. We live near some
large student housing and sometimes it gets
noisy," said Peter Millard, a family physician and Orono resident.
"We don't want to punish people, but
when you have to get up at five in the
morning and there is someone outside bellowing at three a.m., it makes it difficult,"
Millard said.
"It's acollegetown,they should get used to
it. If we weren't here they wouldn't be here,"
said Tom Sheridan, a member ofPhi Gamma

Delta and physicaleducation majoratUMaine.
Orono police talked to the Fiji house
advisor in response to complaints by neighbors of loud music, Sheridan said.
The ordinance had different noise levels
for different areas of the community and
different times of the day.
The quietest areas are deemed medium
density residential and noise sensitive. The
time of day requiring the least amount of
noise is between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.
"We need our peace and quiet. The noise
drives all the old people crazy down at Hasbrouck Court," said Erwin Steeves, a retired
construction worker and Orono resident.
Councilor Brown said things had gotten
better this past year. He attributed the improvement to landlords being more responsible for their tenants.
There are exemptions to the ordinance
such as: emergency vehicles, highway and
utility maintenance and construction,farming
equipment, public address, refuse collection,
snow removal equipment and public events.

OOPS!
Unfortunately, the page one headline in the Wednesday, Sept. 14 issue
was inadvertently edited into oblivion. As a result, it's time for the first
(and last) Maine Campus Write the Headline Contest! Go back to your
copy of that day's paper, and take your best stab at it. Entries should be
ten words or less, and as close to newspaper style as you can get. The
winner, as judged by our esteemed editorial board, receives a stylish
Maine Campus tee-shirt, and gets to see their headline in print. Be the
envy of your friends! Enter now! Mail all entries to:
Maine Campus Headline Contest
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A,Lord Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine
04469

Ad Hoc Committee

ng
Legal

efor Student
Services

Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.
Room 1912
L
Memorial Union
For more information call Student
Government Office at 581-1775.

If interested in becoming a
member please attend.
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• Cutler

TODAY'S WEATHER:
increasing clouds with a chance ofshowers, highs in the mid
60's

Nursing clinic answers
student health questions
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer

WEEKEND OUTLOOK:
party cloudy with a chance ofshowers, highs 75-80.

Happy birthday
Summer Walsh
RESERVE

Students with concerns about their health,
but unsure if they should see a doctor, can
call the Nursing Clinic,
"The clinic provides nursing care to students on campus who have a variety of
health concerns," Nursing Coordinator Martha Eastman said.
Services offered at the clinic range from
treatment of minor illness to presentations
regarding community health concerns such
as fire prevention,tobacco use,eating disorders and health care access, Eastman said.
"Last week we were busy with student
immunization shots, making sure that student's shots are up to date," Eastman said.
"Judy West, records technician at Cutler,
receives the vaccines from the state and
makes sure state standards and procedures
are followed."
Standard immunization shots are given
at the clinic along with vaccines for illness
such as flu and Hepatitis B, Eastman said.
Hepatitis B is a potentially deadly virus that
affectsthousands ofpeoplein the United States.
"The American College Health Association has encouraged college health services
around the country to give shots for Hepatitis B, because 40 percent of those infected
with the disease are not in the high risk
category," Eastman said.
The clinic also helps students with chronic
illness, such as asthma and diabetes, stay

OFFICERS'

healthy.
Patients with chronic illness will have
adequate time to discuss their health concerns and be better able to manage their
health. Students can also make arrangements to see a doctor if necessary, and
coordinate the health services that they need,
Eastman said.
"We think of the student as a whole, as
well as their illness. We help with prevention and rehabilitation of illness," Barbara
Murphy R.N., C., said.
The clinic, which is part of the Health
Impact Group,is run on an appointment basis.
"It's beneficial to both the student and
the nurse to know why they need to be seen,"
Eastman said. "For example, if a student
needs shots administered, the nurse can get
the prescription for the shot at the pharmacy
and have it ready for the student when they
come in for the appointment."
"We're here to serve students in any
capacity. Good health is necessary for a
student's success in school," Murphy said.
Maureen Henry R.N., C., Barbara Murphy R.N., C., and Lillian Zanchi R.N., C.,
are the nurses on staff at the clinic coordinated by Eastman.
"We report to Dr. Robert Dana, Associate Director of Student Health and Prevention services," Eastman said.
The clinic, originally located next to the
pharmacy, has moved to the area opposite
the counseling services,facing Gannet Hall.
Appointments can be made by calling
581-4015, Eastman said.

TRAINING

CORPS

MY DEGREE GOT ME
THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME
THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm
sure my college degree and good grades kept
me in the running. But in the end it was the
leadership and management experience I got
through Army ROTC that won them over.
Army ROTC taught me responsibility, selfdiscipline and leadership. Those are things
you just can't learn from a textbook.
I don't know where I'd be right now if I
hadn't enrolled in Army ROTC, but I do know
one thing for sure...I wouldn't be here.
LEADERSHIP

tizago

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more. Contact Captain Joe Burns,
Memorial Field House, 581-1125.
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• Friends & Familly Weekend

• Religion

Weekend events planned for annual festival

Fr. Higgins brings
unorthadox energy
to Newman Center

By Monique Gibouleau
Special to the Maine Campus

The waters will be filled Saturday as
strange spawn of innovative engineering
and cardboard make their way down the
Stillwater River.
At least that is the goal, though only
the few and proud will make it without
sinking into the seasonally chilly waters.
The annual Cardboard Canoe Race,
sponsored by the UMaine chapter of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers will begin at 9:30 a.m. in the Steam
Plant parking lot, just one of the many
interesting events during Family and
Friends Weekend here at UMaine.
"Family and Friends Weekend is a
long-standing tradition at the University of Maine," said Dean of Student ActivitiesWilliam Lucy. "It's a time to
showcase the University, its programs
and activities, and to invite people to
observe and participate in the tremendous academic benefits we have for our
students."
The exciting weekend kicks off on
Friday with an open classroom setting,
where students can take their family and
friends to class with them.
Also during the day is a demonstration in room 207 of Donald P. Corbett
Hall, including a simulated market system via satellite and computer.
If art or shopping are more appeal-

ing, the Memorial Union Bookstore will
be open for shopping.
The Carnegie Hall art galleries will be
open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., exhibiting
"Recent Acquisitions" and Robert Shetterly's "Songs of Experience."
The Hudson Museum in the Maine
Center for the Arts will be open from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. as well for a little bit of
both shopping and art.
At 7 p.m. in the Planetarium, located in Wingate Hall on the second floor,
"Life Beyond Earth" will be showing.
Saturday features many events in addition to the Cardboard Canoe Race,
including an organizational fair on the
mall.
Sophomore Jamie Knight, a mechanical engineering major, is a member of
the Student Alumni Association and will
be at the S AA booth at the fair on Saturday.
"I'm so very happy that I'm involved,
on campus and able to help the community," Knight said.
Students representing more than 100
organizations will also be on the mall to
talk about getting involved at UMaine.
In addition to booths there will be
food, exhibits, music and a chance to
view sunspots through telescopes set up
on the mall.
Several athletic teams will play Saturday, including women's cross country,
women's soccer andfield hockey. The
annual football game will be highlighted
by a halftime greeting from university

President Fred Hutchinson.
To top off the day, the movie "The
Ref" will be showing in Hauck Auditorium at both 6:30 and 9:15 pm.
Sunday brings the last day of Family
and Friends Weekend. The planetarium,
craft fair, bookstore, Hudson Museum,
Page Farm and many other activities will
be available for all to enjoy.
Friends and Family Weekend is a typically exciting time of year. Students tend
to be settled in and classes and schedules
are somewhat figured out. It is a time for
students to reunite with their family and
those who they haven't see for a while,
sometimes for what seems to be a long
time, especially if one is a first year
student away from home for the first
time.
Magan Burke, a first year student in
the chemical engineering program, will
see her mom for the first time since August. It will also be the first time her mom
will have seen the University.
"I know it will be an interesting and
exciting weekend and I'm glad my mom
can share it with me," said Burke.
"My mom flew in from Taiwan for
this my freshman year," student Lori Cole
said.
Now however, her mom, dad and
younger brother are all coming from relatively close: Wiscassett.
Some students,like sophomore Alden
Robbins, think that though it will be fun
they'll just "treat it like any other weekend."

By Mike Doyle
Staff Writer
It was during the priest's homily when the
punk-rockerarrogantly sauntered into the Newman Center. The sudden intrusion stirred a
wave of subdued whispers complimented by
astonished stares amongst the faithful.
Her fashion statement was way-out, consisting of a studded black leather jacket, tight
pants, hi-top Doc Marten boots and tattooed
arms, all of which was embellished by brilliant
fluorescent orange hair.
"Is this the Jesus thing?" she inquired.
The young priest sprang into action, greeting her warmly,then directed her to a seat in the
pew.He delved back into his sermon and asked
the lady punk and the more conservatively
dressed and reserved parishioners to regard the
center as their home.
"Regardless ofclass,crew] or color, all are
very welcome," he said.
His nameis FatherTim Higgins and heisthe
new pastor at the Newman Center. He is unorthodox by nature and is full of surprises.
The punk's name is Jenna, a first year
graduate studentin the English department,and
a member of Fr. Higgins' congregation.
See RELIGION on page 22

Lubrication
Hot, wet, steamy,fresh,
sweet coffee at

Java People
153 Park St.,Orono, Maine

wet Your Gears

GRATEFUL TO BE GREEK

Le

o sH

1170 M atte, Te cZetter
E're iN Thils tOGeT H :
Questions about Rush?
Visit the blue and white tent in front of the Union
Monday, Sept. 19 & Tuesday, Sept. 20
9 a.m. - 4 P.m.
or call

581-1785
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Tickets
On Sale
Saturday
at 9:00 am

Wednesday, November 2
Bangor Auditorium
7:30 pm (Sharp!)• Doors open at 6:00 pm

Tickets $18.00
Bangor Auditorium Box Office (no service charge)
All -7-ilZh4 -7-E• outlets
To Charge: 775-3331 or 941-9711
Presented by Dave Werlin for Great Northeast Productions, Inc.

Y0110003
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Arts & Entertainment
• Holy cow!

Sexual exhibit shocks Catholic community
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Sculptures of
genitalia. A painting ofan angel having intercourse on an altar.
Madonna's next book? Try the latest exhibit at an art gallery run by Roman Catholic
nuns.
The nuns and the Archdiocese of San
Antonio have been besieged by irate callers.
The archbishop has declared himself"highly
offended, insulted and hurt at this 'art."
And on Tuesday, it was shut down until
further notice for review by the religious
order that operates the gallery.
"We apologize for any confusion or hurt
that the community has felt," said Edna
Perez-Vega,spokeswoman for the Sisters of
Charity of the Incarnate Word, an order of
about500 nuns throughoutthe United States,

Mexico and Peru.
The exhibit of works by Houston artist
Donell Hill, titled "Spiritual,Sensual,Sexual," opened on Monday at a renovated century-old barn called ReBam — A Center For
Spirituality and Art.
Sister Alice Holden,the gallery's director,
said she prayed before the exhibit went up and
decided the work should be shown because
"sexuality is a tremendous gift from God."
"I am very much opposed to pornography," she said. "Yet, I do not believe (this
exhibit) is pornography. It's a sacred rendition of the beauty of sexuality."
John Gallaher,a65-year-old Catholic who
saw a photo ofthe work in the newspaper,had
a different take on it.
"I've never seen such a sacrilegious por-

nographic display in a Catholic institution in
my life," he said. Gallaher showed up at the
gallery Tuesday to see the work for himself
but found the gallery closed.
The order received about 100 angry calls
Monday and Tuesday. The archdiocese said
it received hundreds.
"I was personally shocked to see on television and in the printed media the nuns'
gallery exhibit links sex and faith," Archbishop Patrick F. Flores said in a statement.
"I was highly offended, insulted and hurt at
this 'art' being exhibited under the umbrella
of the works of the Sisters of Charity of the
Incarnate Word."
Among the works are flesh-colored clay
sculptures of genitalia in flowerlike formations,and oil paintings depicting sexualinter-

course. One painting, "Initiation," depicts
an angel having intercourse at an altar.
The exhibit also includes a collection Ms.
Hill calls "Inner AIDS," depicting the plight
of people with AIDS. One painting shows a
man burning on a cross; another depicts a
woman with her children next to a brick wall
with syringes overhead.
Ms.Hill acknowledged she was surprised
the nuns wanted to exhibit her work."They're
so in tune with their higher selves.They know
that it's right,even if it's a little scary.I think
that takes courage," she said.
Ms. Hill said she was disappointed with
the decision to close the exhibit,even temporarily. She added: "I understand where they
are coming from. They have their faith. I am
withoutjudgment."

•Theater

'Falsettoland' auditions at Pavilion
By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
Do you like to act? Sing? Have you
ever wanted to give it a try? Do you have
more spare time on your hands than you
know what to do with? Are you eager to
try something different and exciting?
If so, keep reading.
Auditions will be held next week for
"Falsettoland." The seven-person musical, written by William Finn and James
Lapine, will be directed by Michael Charbeneau, a graduate student in Theater,
Mr. Charbeneau described the play as
"a unique, one-act musical with no spoken dialogue. Although it's kind of like
an opera, its roots are based in American

musical theater."
The story line of "Falsettoland" takes
place in the early Eighties. "It's a story
about family, love and loss during the
initial outbreak of the AIDS epidemic,"
said Charbeneau."However,that's not to
say that it's a sad play. It is sad at times,
but it's also full of humor and wit. I
encourage anybody who wants to to try
out for it."
People wishing to audition for "Falsettoland" will be required to prepare one
ballad or comic song (Broadway showtunes preferred)and one monologue. Auditions will be held on Sept. 19 and 20
from 6-8 at the Pavilion Theatre. For
more information call Michael Charbeneau at 581-1781.

PAN 1LN
THFATRE

Pavilion Theatre promises an exciting season. (Geyerhahn photo.)

• CD reviews

For the record...
By Kathleen Brennan
Staff Writer

Grinding guitars, heavy bass, gritty vocals and tons of energy are what indie rockers are best known for.
Indie rockers don't do Tom Petty, as
was evident with the release of a "unique
tribute" to the singer/songwriter, in an attempt to make the veteran rocker hip by
having some young underground bands
cover his hits.
The album,"You Got Lucky," moves
about as quickly as springtime coming to
the University of Maine campus. One's
finger is drawn to the CD skip button to
help the musicians speed up their renditions.
The album opens with one of the better
songs from the disc, as Portland, Oregon's
own Everclear give their rendition of"American Girl."
It's not as punchy as Petty's own version, but Everclear performs a lively rendi-

tion with a hard edge and plenty of muscle.
Although the bio states that the second song on the disc, "Breakdown," by
Seattle-based Engine Kid, "drives home
some powerful emotions," once you listen to the song you realize that Engine
Kid must be out of gas. The song lacks all
the strength, originality, and invention
associated with Petty. What Engine Kid
does have is dull musicianship and dragging vocals.
Silkworm's cover of"Insider" was said
to be "the album's most haunting track, an
absolutely chilling and mesmerizing rendition." In actuality, it was a squeaky, whiny
voice backed with a few strums of a guitar.
One would think that Steve Alvini, who has
produced both P.J. Harvey and Nirvana,
would have kept Silkworm in their underground hole.
In a very distinctive indie way, Nectarine revived the album somewhat by delivering a raucous version of"Even the Losers"
with a combination of rapid beats and consistent guitar licks. This band, from the

windy city of Chicago, has a flavor much
like Sonic Youth.
The underground groups in this compilation all admit that they are influenced by
and genuine fans of Petty's music. However, the influence is not apparent because the
groups sound more like your kid brother's
garage band than one of rock's premier
singer/songwriters.
The project is the result of the collaborative efforts of Backyard/Scotti Bros. alternative A&R director, Michael Roth, and
Chicago-based Alleged Records'Joel Mark.
Roth feels these renditions represent the
next wave of new music in America.
"Most of these bands are still pretty
underground," Roth said. "Because Petty's
songs are so recognizable, this compilation
marks the perfect meeting place for mainstream and independent music."
In keeping with the true indie spirit ofthe
project,"You Got Lucky" will be released
on vinyl by Mark's Alleged Records, in
addition to cassettes and CDs.
If you're a true indie fan, perhaps you

A TRIBUTE- TO TO PETTY

An Indie tribute to Tom Petty, Backyard records. (file.)
may enjoy listening to some of the upcoming indie music makers,but if you're
a true Tom Petty fan, stick to the originals. Petty fans, you got lucky this time if
you bought Petty's greatest hits instead
of this compilation.
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On the silver screen
• Movie review

'Good Man in Africa': Not so good
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
Bruce Beresford wason the brink ofbecoming a great director. He has had success in the
past, including the Oscar-winning "Driving
Miss Daisy". However, earlier this year he
dropped out of the surefire adaptation of"The
Bridges of Madison County". A dumb move
considering hisrecent venture,"A Good Man in
Africa.
"A Good Man in Africa" is a mess of
plot holes and bad re-editing. After preview audiences were confused by plot twists
in the original film, the movie was unsuccessfully re-edited.

Confusion is what audiences will experience if they don't follow this film closely, and
even then a lot is left to be resolved by the
viewer's imagination.There are too many subplots for one movie, and they don't all get
resolved atthe end,which ischeating on the part
of the filmmakers.
Morgan Leafy is a lowly British diplomatin
the fictional African nation of Kinjana. He is a
lost soul surrounded by corruption. He feels he
is in such a poor position that he finds no
problem with drinking his life away.
Leafy is played by Colin Friels, who does a
terrificjob in the role. In fact Friels' Leafy is the
best thing about the film. The part is a breakthroughforFriels,whose previouscreditsinclud-

ed the bad guy part in "Darkman".One hopes he
will be able to gain better roles in the future.
If the leading actor's name doesn't seem
familiar to you, the supporting cast will. Sean
Connery plays the title character,butthe reason
why his character is involved in the movie at all
is not explained.
He is a doctor in the country and is perhaps
the only incorruptible person in the land. He is
the sane character amid the slime that scurries
around him. The score annoyingly picks up
whenever Connery's character shows up.
Also starring in the film is John Lithgow,
Joanne Whalley-Kilmer,Louis Gossett Jr., and
Diana Rigg.
It is Rigg who is the second buoy to this

production.The former Bond girl,though not a
co-star of Connery's Bond,is a welcome sight
in this film. But the filmmakers make the fatal
mistake ofnot using her to her potential.In fact,
she is shown for less than Connery's twenty
minutes offilm time.She isn't usedfor anything
other than backdrop,until the end when she and
Leafy escape an embassy party that is being
attacked by rioters.
"A Good Man in Africa" is, nonetheless, a
comedy. There are many successful gags
throughoutthe movie.Thefilm-going audience
willfind delightin thefunnyscenes,butthe only
redeeming factor in the movie is a series of
funny sequences that,perhapsin the logic ofthe
filmmakers,is supposed to make afeature film.

• Shorts

Weekend attractions:
Ellsworth- Twisted Roots, a hard rock
band from Portland, will perform at the
Ellsworth Grand Auditorium on Saturday
at 7p.m. Admission will be $8.00 at the
door.
Orono- Ronny Romm, specializing in
ESP and hypnosis, will perform Friday at

Hauck Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Orono- "Jolie You Ain't Heard Nothin'
Yet," an original musical revue, will be presented as part ofan evening ofdinner theater.
Presented by the Ad Hoc High Table Society
of the University of Maine,the performance
will take place in Wells Conference Center.

Denis Leary Judy Davis Kevin Spacey
„At

Admission will be $20 per person for dinner
and show. Reservations required. Call 5814718 for more information.
Orono-"The Ref," starring Denis Leary,
will be shown Saturday at 6:30 and 9:15 p.m.
in Hauck Auditorium.
Orono-"Robert Shetterly Paintings:Prov-

erbs of Hell" exhibit opens today at the Carnegie Gallery in Carnegie Hall. Admission is
free. For more information, call 581-3255.
Orono-"David Wilson: Small Offerings"
exhibit showing in the Hole in the Wall
Gallery, Memorial Union. Call 581-3255 for
more information.

A HERFF JONES RING

They may be hostages. but what
they're doing to this guy is criminal
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Sponsored by: The Union Board: Diversions
Residents On Campus

For a limited time, Herff Jones offers big
savings on our most popular college rings.
$30 Off 10K Gold • $50 Off 14K Gold • $100 Off 18K Gold
See your Herff Jones representative for details.

HERFF JONES
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Off the shelf...
• Book review

Turow's 'Pleading Guilty' Shines
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
Scott Turow hit the big time only a
short while ago with the massively successful "Presumed Innocent," which catapulted him straight to the top.
The expectations for his next book,
"The Burden of Proof", proved to be
unreasonable,even though the book was
a major best-seller. The failure of
"Proof" to reach its impossible goals
and the emergence of John Grisham
seemed to have buried Turow in the
mainstream's eye.
"Pleading Guilty" is Turow's comeback, though he really hasn't gone any
where. He proves in his third piece of
fiction (Turow's first book,"One L",is
his account of Harvard Law School)
that even if his books aren't as successful as Grisham's, he is still the best
writer.
"Pleading Guilty" is different from
Turow's previous novels. Both "Presumed Innocent" and "The Burden of
Proof" were primarily courtroom material. "Pleading Guilty," while deal-

ing with a law firm, is far from the
stagnate lawyer fiction that has become typical of the genre.
The novel has the feel of Hammett
and Chandler. But unlike Philip Marlowe
and Sam Spade, Turow's detective isn't
as smooth a character. He has no coolness about him, nor does he always know
what is around the next corner.
The main character, Mack Malloy, is
an ex-cop in his fifties who now works
in the law firm of Gage & Griswell. G &
G's biggest client is a nationally-known
airline, in fact the law firm is located
inside the world headquarters of the airline.
The airline, TransNational Airlines,
has set up a fund to settle a class action
suit against it. The suit is the cause of an
airplane crash that happened before the
start of the novel.
The book begins when one of the
firm's leading attorneys, Bert Kamin, is
missing, along with $5.6 million from
the TransNational fund. The firm's partners, to keep the matter secret from those
outside the firm, give Malloy the job of
locating Kamin, and, more importantly

YOU'RE INVITED TO ATTEND
The Twenty-Fifth Annual
FAMILY & FRIENDS WEEKEND
Families and friends of the University can choose from a wide
variety of programs including:
-Organizational Fair on the Mall
-President's Welcome and U Maine Football game with Boston University
-Open Classroom Day (Friday)
-Museum of Art Exhibits
-Roger Clapp Greenhouse
-The Hudson Museum & Museum Gift Shop
-Antique, Collectible, & Craft Market in the Field House
-Memorial Union Graphic Gallery
-Planetarium & Observatory
-Hypnotist
-Page Farm & Home Museum Open House
-Women's Cross Country Competition
-Two Women's Soccer Matches (1 Saturday/1 Sunday)
-Lobster/Steak Fest Sponsored by Campus Living
-Movie featuring "REF'
-Athletic Mementos & Memorabilia Past & Present
-Aquaculture at U Maine, Pulp & Paper Making, Financial Decision
Support System Lab, Creating A Character for the Stage
with Makeup, Archaeology Along the Penobscot, Maine
Wildlife Display, Telescopic Viewing of Sunspots, Steam
Calliope Demonstrations and Displays
-Anything Goes Float on the Stillwater
-Hirundo Wildlife Refuge
-Lyle E. Littlefield Trial Ornamental Gardens Tours
-Public Hockey Game
-Carboard Canoe Race
-Canine Demonstration and Search & Rescue Helicopter Tour

For SPECIFIC DETAILS about the programs,contact
Sutdent Activites & Organizations, Memorial Union
581-1793.
PLAN TO BE PART OF A SPECIAL U MAINE TRADTITION
YOU'LL LONG REMEMBER

the money.
Turow's characters aren't the goodygoodies that Grisham favors. Malloy,
for instance, is a man who is constantly
struggling with himself. He does not
always do the most noble thing. Turow
creates real characters within his stories and surrounds them with great writing.
Turow also favors the seedier side
of life, and "Pleading Guilty" is his
seediest. The story weaves itself
through the bath houses of the fictional
Kindle County and the streets of a Caribbean paradise. Characters' strange
secrets are part of the mystery and feel
behind the plot.
Turow succeeds with both an intriguing story and interesting, thought- out
characters.

SCOTT THROW
A novel to the author of
Prem.,ed Innotette end The &mien ofProof

"Pleading Guilty," Fawar,Strauss, &
Giroux, 1993. (file)

• Previews

plays at Hauck
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
"The Ref' is a better movie than one
might expect. Just as director Ted
Demme's "Who's the Man?" went beyond every expectation, so too does this
black comedy that will be playing at

Hauck Auditorium Saturday night at 6:30
and 9:15.
A cat-burglar takes a bickering couple hostage on Christmas Eve, enough
conflict on its own, but when the relatives show up for dinner, all hell breaks
loose.
Denis Leary plays the cocky title
character, who acts more like a referee
to his two hostages than a kidnapper.
The couple, played by Judy Davis and
Kevin Spacey, are a joy to watch. Both
are so natural in their characters. One
hopes to see Spacey in more roles in the
future.
Director Demme and Leary
worked together before in "Who's
the Man?" and those MTV spots in
which Leary could be seen smoking
and ranting about moon pies and Cindy Crawford.
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Editorial
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• COLUMN

If you write it...
by Jason McIntosh
It's happened. No more baseball in 1994.This year marks the first
time this continent hasn't seen a World Series since the Vikings
discovered Boston and invented it, or however that happened.
But, as ridiculous as millionaires holding out for more pay appears, we have to look at these crybaby whiners objectively and fairly.
Let's put it into terms that the average consumer can understand: If
you worked for me, and I gave you one dollar every week, but you
thought that you did enough work to justify two dollars instead, wouldn't you do
something about it?
Now,just tack about 89 zeros on the ones and twos in the above situation, and you
have exactly what's going on in the major leagues right now. You see? Nothing to feel
alienated about
I've decided to suggest to all readers of this paper to fill their yearnings to watch
televised games by renting a few good baseball flicks.
I myself plan to watch"The Natural" once a week or something. What a spirit-lifter that
film is. III were a park manager,I'd redesign my light posts so they'd hang way down in the
infield,just so the balls would hit them fiequently and make them explode in slow motion,
like in the movie. I'd have to take out extra flood insurance for all the tears ofjoy shed.
There's been a slew of hardball films out that star little kids. There was"Rookie ofthe
Year," which has some Fred Savage clone,"Little Big League," and, uh... wasn't there
one with Macaulay Culkin in it? Hell, maybe he was in all of them. That kid's like Val
Kilmer; he's in every single movie now. Ijust don't know how these people do it.
I think this idea would have been furthered if the Little League World Series idea had
caught on,but a team of miniature Latin-American baseball wizzes knocked out our kids
just as soon as Dan Rather started covering it, so that was that.
Then there was"Field ofDreams," whose haunting non sequitur,"If you build it, they
will come," has inspired a slew of cereal commercials and inane sitcom plots.
Now there is a whole line ofbeer ads from our friends at Miller based on it,except that
in these some invisible guy wearing yucky clothes and hair walks out of cornfields and
takes advantage of depressed baseball fans by giving them pretend bottles of beer to
drink, and makes them look less manly in front of their friends. I take it this is some
complicated science-fiction plot obviously concocted by the same ingenious artists who
give us those Taster's Choice soap operas.
But I can't complain, because beer and baseball do, of course, share a very special
relationship. Perhaps this windfall of beer advertising helps to fill some sort of a void.
There aren't so many movies about beer out there, though."Animal house," maybe,
and "Strange Brew," but that takes place in Canada, which only has two striking teams
compared to our twenty-six, so I won't dwell on it.
I spoke about all of this with Jeff Evans, an associate professor of English, who
teaches classes on film, and spends his spare time not liking baseball movies.
"It's hard to suspend disbelief that these guys aren't actors, because they don't look
like athletes," he said.
More often than not, baseball is used as a vehicle—or red herring,as Evans put it— to
advance some traditional Hollywood plotline.
I asked him if this would have any effect on the upcoming slew of0.J. Simpson TVmovies that are sure to appear any day now.
"Right I think Cooperstown is definitely out for Simpson cinematically," he said.
So let's fire up the microwave and eat fake popcorn,drink imaginary beer,and watch
unrealistic baseball until our brains leak out and we can go back to work again, happy
Americans all.
JnIntosh is

r jotenalism major.
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•EDITORIAL

Choice and responsibility
In the age of the morning-after pill and
RU 486, it's difficult to believe that safe
abortions weren't even an option twentyone years ago. However, as a society, we
need to remember that freedom of choice
must be tempered with sound judgement and,
above all, a firm sense of responsibility.
A woman's freedom of choice is an indisputable right. The extent of this freedom has provided a spawning ground for
moral and ethical debate by the Catholic
church, conservatives, fundamentalists and
others, turning a medical procedure into a
hugely controversial issue.
Pro-life forces from both ends of the
political spectrum argue that life begins at
the moment of conception, and that termination of that life is tantamount to murder.
Regardless of the biology of conception, it
is a woman's right to make decisions about
her body, both inside and out.
But with every set of choices comes a
certain set of responsibilities.
When a woman chooses to engage in sexual activity, both she and her partner should
be responsible enough to choose safe, protected sex. When either partner opts to give
up that choice, both partners must face the
consequences of their actions. Birth control
cannot be an afterthought. The morningafter pill and RU 486 are not, nor should
they ever be, a form of birth control.
Staff members at Women's Health Services at Cutler Health Center refer to the
morning-after pill as the "Emergency Contraceptive Method." This description can
be intrinsically false. The hormone over-

dose administered in the morning-after pill
can prevent the implantation of an egg that
is already fertilized. By then, it's too late
for contraception. Perhaps a more fitting
label would be "Emergency Contra-conception Method."
Perhaps Women's Health Services does
not view the morning-after pill as a form of
abortion. Even the name,"morning-after pill"
conjures up images of leftover frivolity from
the night before. The fact that the morningafter pill must be taken within 72 hours of
intercourse leaves little room for contemplation. What we're left with is a trivialization
of what could possibly be the single most
important decision of a woman's life.
We're forgetting that an abortion performed within 72 hours of conception and
an abortion performed in the second trimester of pregnancy ultimately come to
the same end. An abortion performed by a
pill is as serious as an abortion performed
by surgical procedures. In essence, the
morning-after pill blurs the definitive line
between birth control and abortion—a line
that has, in the past, been crystal clear.
Every woman is entitled to exercise her
right to make careful, thought-out choices.
In our opinion, it is every woman's (and
man's) responsibility to make sure those
choices are made with full awareness and
careful consideration.
It goes without saying that protected sex
is the only kind of sex to have. Accidents
happen, but regardless of how far science
evolves, no pill will ever take the place of
responsibility.

Editorialcartoonist needed....
ContactMalcolm at5814270
CORRECTIONS

The Maine Campus, a non-profit student publication, is printed at The Ellsworth
American, Ellsworth, Maine. Its offices are located at Suite 7A,5743 Lord Hall, UMaine,
Orono, ME 04469-5743. Telephone numbers: Newsroom, 581-1269, 1270; Sports,
1268; Photo, 3059; Production, 1267; City Editor, 1270; Editor, 1271; Managing Editor,
1275; Business Manager(subscriptions/accounts), 1272; Advertising, 1273; Fax, 1274.All
materials herein ©1994 The Maine Campus, unless otherwise noted All rights reserved.

• The Maine Campus would like to apologize for misspelling the name of Ellsworth
American editor James Russel Wiggins.
• Contrary to a report in the Wednesday, Sept. 14, Maine Campus, David Violette was not
arrested in connection with the bogus police officer incident in York Village. He was merely
charged, and paid a fine.
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elcorne
s
Take-Out Service

Finest
Oriental Cuisine
Since 1979

Delivery Service
Banquet Facilities
Gift Certificates

RESTAURANT a

LOUNGE

KFC welcomes

Experience the difference....

Exotic Drinks
Outstanding Dining
Take-out & Delivery
947-6969

Family and friends
827-0082

763 Stillwater Ave.

22 AN Skutt
0/000. Amu 04472
207-866-4110
NATURAL
& IMPORTED FOODS

GOURMET COFFEES
ESPRESSO & CAPPUCCINO

GREETING CARDS

BEER MAKING SUPPLIES

BOOKS
& GIFTS
k BASKETS

IMPORTED BEER & WINES

Legendary Margaritas and Frozen Drinks!
Happy Hour Specials!
Fabulous Food From "South of the Border," Southern California Style!

BAKERY

JEWELRY
/lc BEADS
CLOTHING

HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sun. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

There's plenty of fresh free
chips and salsa to munch on,
but save room for Margaritas "El
Biggo" dinners, that is if you
can make it past the most
delicious appetizers in town!
Enjoy everything from Fabulous
Fajitas to Tempting Steaks!
Something for everyone, so get
the gang and head over to U.
Maine's favorite watering hole!

Margaritas Mexican Restaurant & Watering Hole
15 Mill Street, Orono 8664863 Open at 4pm daily
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Fa ly
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DC Notice
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Sigma Chi

YLD
The finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
foods loaded with taste not fat

L

ightDlight

Erstenrant 8c iffautter

Celebrate FAMILY & FRIEND
WEEKEND at UMO

Family and Friends'Special
Chinese Salad Bar Buffet

$495lunch buffet
$6.95Dinner buffet
A selections of at least six hot entrees, plus appetizers and cold
salad. The special price is good for students with valid ID and
their friends and family. September buffet special is $5.95 for
lunch and $7.95 for dinner.

371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum 115 order for free delivery. We deliver to Orono, Old Town, Milford and Bradley

will have an open house at
101 College Avenue

September 17th
from 1 Oam - 2pm
for Parents and Rushes.
Sigma Chi What a Fraternity should be and is.
"Respect, you'll find it here."
Call 866-2148 for more information.
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Friends and Family Weekend: Calendar of Events
FRIDAY
8:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M. ATHLETIC MEMENTOS AND
MEMORABILIA PAST AND PRESENT. M Club sponsored
exhibit, Memorial Gym Lobby. This fascinatiung display chronicles
the University's outstanding athletic tradition.

10:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M. ORGANIZATIONAL FAIR on the mall. Gala
outdoor fair sponsored by the University's student organizations.
This fair highlights the activities and talents of over 100 student
groups and organizations. Exhibits, food, demonstrations, displays,
booths, and music.

9:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. HUDSON MUSEUM AND HUDSON
MUSEUM SHOP,Maine Center for the Arts, open to the public.
Exhibits of objects from traditional cultures around the world
include "Realms of Blood andJade: Prehispanic Mesoamerica,"
"Contemporary Art from the Sepik River," "Ancient Cultures of
Coastal Peru," "Penobscot Primer Project" and "From Native
Hands: Southwestern Pottery, Baskets, Textiles and Silver." A
selection of Ambassador Nicolas Salgo's beautiful saddleblankets
from Central Asia is also on display. The Hudson Museum Shop sells
gift items from the Southwest, Africa, Asia, Central America,
and other places.

10:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M. HIRUNDO WILDLIFE REFUGE. Bus transportation
to Hirundo with guided tour of the University of Maine's unique wildlife
refuge. Tour the pond and river areas where an archaeological site exists.

9:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. FINANCIAL DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM
LAB, Room 207 Donald P. Corbett Hall. This Lab enables students
to participate in a simulated market. Via a satellite receiving dish
connected to a microcomputer, students get current options and
futures prices, access national and international news reports, review
historical data, and retrieve market statistics. The lab enhances
student understanding of the dynamics of the capital market system
and the nature of risk.(A demonstration of convenient access to
worldwide Internet information via MOSAIC/GOPHER systems is
also available in the lab during this period.)
9:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M. THE UMAINE MUSEUM OF ART presents two
exhibitions in Carnegie Hall. In the 1938 Gallery is RECENT
ACQUISTIONS:SELECTIONS FROM THE PERMANENT
COLLECTION, a showing of art works which have been donated
to the permanent collection over the last two years. Included is work
by Frank Stella, Waldo Pierce, and Wilhelm Lehmbruck. In Carnegie
Gallery is an exhibition of drypoint etching on the subject of William
Blake's poems, SONGS OF EXPERIENCE, by Roberty Shetterly. A
resident of Surry, Maine, Shetterly is a printmaker who has exhibited
at Frick Gallery in Belfast and Maine Coast Artists in Rockport. His
works have been published in the Maine Times. Other exhibitions on
campus include photographs by Patrisha McLean in the Graphics
Gallery and a group show by continuing art education students
entitled OUR ROADS CONVERGED in Hauck Gallery. Both these
galleries are located in the Memorial Union. The Union's Hole in
the Wall Gallery Exhibition will be announced.
3:00 P.M. AQUACULTURE AT UMAINE,FAROG Building. Fresh
lobster, trout, catfish, and salmon fillet behind the fish counter at the
market. Ever wonder where they come from? Caught in the river?
Wrong! They're most likely farm raised fish. The same goes for many
of the shellfish you buy. Look at how the University works with
industry to solve real world problems such as protecting lobsters
from killer microbes and feeding recycled foods to fish, to put Maine
on the cutting edge of the Aquaculture industry. Tour the
Aquaculture facility, salmon farm, and lobster pound. Mike
Loughlin, Graduate Student - Presenter.

10:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M. ARCHAEOLOGICAL ALONG THE
PENOBSCOT RIVER on the Mall. Students will be available to
display and discuss artifacts recovered from nearby sites. Dr. Richard
Will, well known maker of stone tools, will offer narrated
demonstrations of arrowhead manufacture using rocks and tools
similar to those used by Native Americans of the Penobscot Valley.
10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M. THE UMAINE MUSEUM OF ART, Carnegie Hall:
See Friday 9:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. ANTIQUE,COLLECTIBLE,AND CRAFT
MARKET, Field House, Memorial Gymnasium. Over 200
exhibitors. Admission: $1.00 at the door.
10:30 A.M. WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY MEET. Maine vs. Connecticut
and Massachusetts. Alumni Field.
11:00 A.M. OPEN HOUSE AT ROGER CLAPP GREENHOUSE,Grove
Street Extension. An all-American selection ornamental display designed
for research and teaching.
11:00 A.M. - 12:15 P.M. LOBSTER/STEAK FEAST. Wells Commons.
Tickets sold only by advanced registration.
11:00 A.M., 2:00 P.M., & 3:30 P.M. PLANETARIUM SHOW,Wingate Hall:
See Friday 7:00 P.M.
12:00 P.M. WOMEN'S SOCCER. Maine vs. Stony Brook. Athletic Field
north of baseball field.
1:00 P.M. FOOTBALL GAME. Maine vs. Boston University, Alumni
Field.
1:00 P.M. - 2:00 P.M. LYLE E. LITTLEFIELD TRIAL ORNAMENTAL
GARDEN. Display of over 2000 varieties of landscape plants. Located off
Rangeley Road. Staff will be available to answer questions.
2:00 P.M. - 3:30 P.M. PUBLIC SKATING. Alfond Arena. Admission: $3.00/
person.
2:30 P.M. FIELD HOCKEY GAME. Maine vs. University of Michigan.
Lengyel Gym Field.
2:30 P.M. PRESIDENT'S WELCOME. Halftime greeting from President Fred
Hutchinson, Alumni Field.
3:00 P.M.AQUACULTURE AT U MAINE,FAROG Building: See Friday 3:00 P.M.

3:00 P.M. PULP & PAPER MAKING DEMONSTRATION,Jenness
Hall. After a brief introductory slide presentation by Calder
Professor of Pulp and Paper Technology, Joseph M. Genco, showing
how paper is made in Maine paper mills, you can visit the
University's miniature paper machine to see the process first-hand.
See how trees are transformed into paper and actually make samples
during your tour.
7:00 P.M. PLANETARIUM SHOW,Life Beyond Earth, Wingate Hall,
2nd Floor.

6:30 P.M. & 9:15 P.M. MOVIE,"Ref", Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union.
Admission: $.50 w/student ID, $3.00 for others. Sponsored by T.U.B.
SUNDAY
8:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M. ATHLETIC MEMENTOS AND
MEMORABILIA PAST AND PRESENT, Memorial Gym
Lobby: See Friday 8:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M. PLANETARIUM SHOW.Wingate Hall, 2nd Floor: See Friday 8:00 A.M.

8:00 P.M. HYPNOTIST,Damn Yankee, Memorial Union. Admission:
$2.00 w/student ID,$3.00 for others. Sponsored by T.U.B.

10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. ANTIQUE,COII.FCTIBLE,AND CRAFT MARKET.
Field House, Memorial Gymnasium: See Saturday 10:00 A.M.

SATURDAY
8:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M. ATHLETIC MEMENTOS AND
MEMORABILIA PAST AND PRESENT, Memorial Gym
Lobby: See Friday 8:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M. HUDSON MUSEUM AND HUDSON MUSEUM
SHOP, Maine Center for the Arts: See Friday 9:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M. WOMEN'S SOCCER. Maine vs. University of Rhode Island.
Athletic Field north of baseball field.

9:00 A.M. ACE RECEPTION. A reception for families of students in the
Academic and Career Exploration Program with ACE faculty and
staff. North/South Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

2:00 P.M. - 3:30 P.M. PUBLIC SKATING,Alfond Arena.
Admission: $3.00/person

9:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M. HUDSON MUSEUM AND HUDSON MUSEUM
SHOP, Maine Center for the Arts: See Friday 9:00 A.M.

2:30 P.M. - 5:00 P.M SWIMMING,Wallace Pool, Memorial Gymnaisum.
Admission: $3.00/person
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"Maybe God will give me some answers to what
happened."
-Pam Kastelmeyer, mourning a victim ofthefatal U.S. Air
Flight 427at a memorial service Monday.

"John's trying to have it both ways..."
-Maine Second District congressional candidate Rick Bennett, on
his opponent's allowing oftwoformer staffers to work on a volunteer
basis on his campaign after police discovered them with a marijuana
cigarette.

"We see this as a tool for the police officer like a
gun, handcuffs or a radio."
-Detective Forrest E Davis, Orono Police Department, on the
new noise ordinance.

"The picketers here were always peaceful; the
concern was that the activity might eventually
attract someone prone to violence."
-Penobscot Bay Medical Center spokesman Russ Donahue on the
decision to stop performing abortions at the Penobscot Bay Women's
Health Center.

"We were out there every Wednesday for four
years, sometimes dozens, sometimes just a few of us,
regardless of the weather. We took abuse, we never
reacted with violence. This is proof that it works."
-Pro-life protester Ed Gerrish, ofPenBay's decision.
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"The spin room is the presidential campaign
equivalent of the locker room after the big game. But
it's a locker room where you don't know the score. In
fact, if you work hard enough, you can tell them the
score. Everybody is claiming they won."
-James Carville, Bill Clinton's campaign manager in the 1992
presidential campaign, writing in the new book `All's Fair: Love,
War and Runningfor President.
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-Bush political director Mary Matalin, writing about the
presentation to the media ofGeorge Bush's reelection campaign, in
the new book All's Fair: Love, War and Runningfor President.
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• Letters to the editor
To the Editor
This letter is to urge everyone to vote. This will not be the only letter to the editor
urging the same thing, I am sure, but it is still important to say.
Maine has had the unique opportunity, thanks to George Mitchell,(who taught us
what the term "term limits" is all about,) to put new faces in new jobs, even if some of
these faces are familiar. We have candidates from all walks of life representing all kinds
of different philosophies, and we have plenty of issues to think about.
It is not enough, however, to just go out and make an "X"on a ballot. There are many
issues both this year and in the following ones. There is the issue oflegislated discrimination against gays and the legalization of marijuana, both of which could be on the 1995
ballot. The issues of gun control and abortion may come up, as well as the relicencing of
Maine Yankee in a few years.
This is your world, and the process in which it is shaped does not occur in a vacuum.
Every vote does count, as does each person. Get informed, and get out the vote.

Barb Mitchell
Veazie
• To the Editor
It is another school year, and I wanted to write and say that this year is what we make
of it.
UMO is a relative mecca in the state of Maine, or at least this region. We have a huge
library, the MCA,which brings events that do not get to other towns the size of Orono, as
well as more diversity on the campus than can be found anywhere near here.
Part of education is learning the bad with the good, and bad things happen here. That
is part of life.
But there is so much good here, also, and I hope everyone takes the time to learn about
the university community.
We should all take advantage of our time at this place.
Jean 0'Claire
Milford

Guest
Columnists
Wanted
A column is open every Monday for anyone wanting to express their opinion on any topic.
Columns should be approximately 500 words long.

"I can't say enough good about them. Good
students, good families. This is a tragic loss for the
parents, the town,the school."

The Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit all sumbissions
on the basis of length, taste and
libel.

-Athens Elementary Schoolprincipal Brian Bonneau, on the
death of5Athens area teenagers in a car accident Wednesday.

For more information call
Malcolm Smith at 581-1270.

Editorial
Policy
The editorial pages of
The Maine Campus are for
the free exchange of ideas
among members of the
university community. To
ensure equal access, letters
to the editor should be no
longer than 250 words.
Letters may be sent to:
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A Lord Hall
Orono, ME 04469
The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit all
submissions for length,
taste and libel.
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Entertainment

Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker

North Wing

By Ryan Peary
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Calvin and Hobbes
CALVIN, I.

11KE".'
YOU'RE -k()ME
EVEN
I DID
FINISU PACK_
NAT IS, UM...

by Bill Watterson

SUE TOLD YOU ABOUT" THE ,
LIES! EVEZiThING MISS
NOODLES, RIGHT' IT WPSNT
WoRMWOOD SAID ABOUT ME
WAS A LIE.' SAE JUST DUESNT ME! NOBODY SAW ME! I
LIKE ME' SA I-IMES 1..17LE WAS FZAMED! I WOULDN-T
BOIS! ITS NOT MY FAULT.' DO ANYTHING LIKE THAT!
IM INNOCENT, I TELL'IOU!
/14 NOT 173 BLAME!

Calvin and Hobbes
LETS NOT,
AND SA1
WE DID

YOUR TEACHER
SAYS YOU NEED
TO SPEND MORE
TIME ON IT.
HAVE k SEPT.

otI...
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YOU NovHEARD WRoNG.
I DID SA,1
NOoDLE5

by Bill Watterson
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THE FUSCO BROTHERS

by J.C. Duffy

lriouLD YOu CARE FoR SOME
HERBAL TEA, LARS? MY
ROOMMATES AND= DON'T
KEEP ANYTHING
STRo N GER.

THE FUSCO BROTHERS
I'LL FLIP
You FOR
THE LAST
APPLE,
RaLF.

THAT'S OKAY, AL, 2'D
RATHER HAVE AN ORANGE...
ORANGES ARE BETFER
THAN APPLES.

by J.C. Duffy

BuT...THAT's LIKE oMPFIRING...
APPLES.. To ORANGES...EXACTLY
LIKE COMPARING...BUT You crIN'T
CoriPARE—RFPLES....

For Friday, September 16
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY:
There is no point beating around the bush. If
you dislike someone's behavior,say so. And
if you honestly believe that what others expect you to provide in the way of practical or
emotional support is excessive, speak your
mind.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): On no
account allow the behavior of colleagues or
close associates to unnerve you to such a
degree that you overlook key issues. Facts
seem to have been doctored to conceal others' mistakes, and now you must play every
trump card you possess.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): There is
a tendency now to become caught in complex situations that are none of your business. Concentrate on those areas of your
own life that require contemplation, quiet
meditation and calm analysis.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Your
energetic approach to any crisis has certainly boosted your reputation for getting things
done, but it has also increased the risk of
exhaustion from taking on too many commitments. Remember, one job done well is
worth a dozen left unfinished.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): If you
can remember all that has been achieved,
life will seem much less of an uphill struggle. In fact, planetary aspects should make
you aware that the art of living involves
growing with, not eliminating troubles.
LEO (July 23 - Aug.22): Since no one
can persuade you to leave well enough alone,
what happens soon is bound to ruffle the
feathers of a colleague or employer. Maybe,
however, a confrontation will enable you to
bring an upsetting phase to a close.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Before
reading the riot act on the home front, do
everything you can to find out why loved
ones have been acting in such a strange
manner. The chances are they are as confused as you are and cannot be held entirely
responsible for their actions.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Even
though you are still involved in a dispute,
what transpires soon should enable you to
ensure that everything goes your way. In
fact, even chance meetings now seem destined to lead to new and profitable alliances.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21): A
friend in need you may be. Easily influenced you are not. Those who are now
giving you a hard time, therefore, are about
to see how tough, forceful and outspoken
you really are.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): A
power struggle or tug-of-war seems to be in
the cards, and it would be extremely unwise
to try to predict the outcome. You have
every right to insist on any guarantees or
assurances you think might ease a tricky
situation.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Life
needn't be a series of tests or battles. In fact,
offers of financial of practical help received
in the near future will make you realize just
how admired, respected and truly fortunate
you are.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): At the
risk of adding fuel to the fire, you must now
take the initiative with partners of close companions and refuse to be silenced of sidetracked. A major reorganization or parting
of the ways cannot be delayed much longer.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Saturday,September 17
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
brilliant aspect between Venus and Saturn simply means that you don't need to knock yourself
out making everyone feel important, comfortable and secure. Use your remarkable flair to
further your own creative aims.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): Although
there are still obligations or commitments to be
met and obstacles to be overcome, make up
your mind to take a more confident, outgoing
and self-assured approach to your long-term
plans.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): To be
confident is an act of faith. So if you now
approach partnership problems with assurance
and conviction, you are bound to triumph. In
fact, you are about to begin a new chapter in
your life. But you must write the first word.
GEMINI(May 21- June 20): While Saturn
is at the mid-heaven point of your solar chart,
supported by Venus in Scorpio, career matters
are certain to be broughtinto sharp focus. So take
what transpires as the signal to turn your dreams
and talents into something real.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): This is
likely to be a very memorable phase for affairs
ofthe heart Venus,the planet oflove,harmony
and justice, is making such a stunning aspect to
Saturn that you are urged to prove how willing
you are to make a long-term commitment.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): The moment has
come to jump in at the deep end and allow
others to convince you that your plans are impractical. In fact, you are now in a position to
completely transform your home life and your
finances.
VIRGO(Aug.23- Sept 22): Take advantage of planetary influences over the next few
days to come to grips with a partnership problem by stripping away any coating of pretense
and removing what hurts, confuses of compounds.
LIBRA (Sept 23 - Oct 22): There are
people who make things happen, people who
watch things happen and people who don't know
anything did happen. And you happen to be in
the right plarP at the right time to remove a major
financial obstacle and play for much higher stakes.
SCORPIO (Oct.23- Nov.21): Although
you imagine your happiness is dependent on
another, this is very much a time to realize you
no longer must acrPpt what you feel to be
unjust, unsatisfactory or disagreeable.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): The
discipline and control of Saturn combined with
the magical influence of Venus now allows you
to overcome certain fears and insecurities at
home. So take the bull by the horns and make
others aware of your personality and powers of
persuasion.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): A
series of planetary influences indicate that although you may not be convinced you are ready
for that first brave step into the unknown, what
lies ahead will more than compensate for any
upsets along the way.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You
needn't sacrifice affection for ambition, or give
up long-term objectives for the sake of love.
Current aspects are all about balance, and you
now have the chance to find the golden middle
way.
PISCES(Feb. 19- March 20): A brilliant
aspect between Venus in Scorpio and Saturn in
your own birth sign has the power to reverse all
the negative or dreary trends of the past few
weeks. You should be pleasantly surprised by
what you hear.

Entertainment
Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS

1 Clicker that
might be used
on a trawler?

9 London elevator
13 Tibetan

V.I.P.

14 Plume source
16 Starter at an

Italian
restaurant
17 Quick

on one's

toes
18 Shoshonean
19 Health

resort

20 Department

store employee
21 Behan'S"Boy"
23 George Sand,

e.g.

24 Gene Kelly's
"— Girls"
25 Loving touches
26 German coal
region
28 Propelled a
punt
29 Amtrak listing:
Abbr.
30 One of the
Astors
31 Is interested
32 Caddies carry
them
33 Bank account
amt.
34 Vatican City
dwellers
35 Jetty
36 It causes a
reaction
38 Great noise

39 Sparta was its it
capital
40 Have the chair
44 Resounding, as 16
a canyon
45 TV knob abbr. 8
46 Statehouse
21
V.I.P.
47 Left the chair
48 Cheese at an
Italian
restaurant
"Put up your
I"
Relinquishes
Elan
Solemn hymn

51
52
53
54

DOWN

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CORKS
VAGE
RAVINE RELIVES
BENEFIT EIX IGENT
AMARETTDS TORTE
LAST
EMIL RALE
L I TUM RADAR GEM
SNARES NEGATES
EA
DOP E
LESSENS SI LIICA
MEX EPICS DEMON
AGED SPAT
SWAN
RUMOR PROBECUTE 12
IMPLOD
EVOTEE
NETCORD GRIPED 13
15
ASSETS
EELED

To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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32
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38

39
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41

44

45

il46

42

43

Piece of a poem

2 Change, as

hems
Capuchin
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
monkey
Racetrack
informant
Confirmation
slaps
Twangy
Ambulance
attendant: Abbr.
Philosopher's
TO
universal
Scholarly
Eliza's 'enry
Ii Chicken dish
Distance gauge
Paint unskillfully
Brewer and
Wright

Corrections

26

2

No.0419

47

48

51

52
53

49

50

54

Puzzle by Bob Sefick

20 Parisian papas
22 Kill, as a dragon
23 Turns white
25 aMreeltd
asown
26 City south of
Palo Alto

27 Salad

31 Some lose
sleep over it
32 Baking pans
34 Most runtlike
35 Polish dumpling
37 Yankee great
Skowron et al.
38 Herds
40 Call up

41 Jim Croce's
"
Name"
42 Gift getter
43 Holiday nights
48 Cushion
49 Baseball hitter's
SO

stat
Household god,
in Roman myth

ingredient

28

New
Guinea

30 Throw off the
scent

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656 (75¢ each minute).

FerscnalAstrolocjyansultaticnstyrThaephcne
Call 1-900-728-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money,career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Jobs

Jobs
Maine Recruiting
Consortium

Jobs

SENIORS & GRADUATE STUDENTS:
Welcome back to campus. As you begin your final year of study, we invite you to visit the Career Center,
third floor of Chadbourne Hall, and utilize the many services available to you. We are committed to
providing quality, timely information and resources on graduate school requirements and deadlines,
career information, and job opportunities. Although the economy is still somewhat sluggish, you can
significantly increase your chances of successful employment upon graduation (or successful entry into
graduate school) by working with the Career Center to 1)develop the skills necessary to uncover job
openings,2) market yourself effectively, and 3)gain access to job listings in Maine and across the country.

Bangor Interviewing Day
Resume Deadline:
Wednesday, October 19

For those of you who are unfamiliar with the process, it is essential that you register with the Career
Center for placement services and that you invest time and effort to explore the many options that are
available. The information below is designed to help you get started on the process now.

A full day of interviews for liberal arts,
science and business graduates with many
employers from across New England.
Thursday,December 8,1994- Bangor Civic
Center,Bangor, Maine - 9:00 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.
Students must register with the Career Center
and submit resumes for pre-screening by 4:30,
Wednesday,October 19,1994.

If you are undecided about your career plans,come and talk with us. We can help you assess your
skills and interests and provide you with resources to explore a wide variety of career options including
internships, paying jobs in the non-profit sector, and jobs at the state, local, and national levels.
We look forward to getting to know you and to being of service to you during the coming year.

Patricia Counihan, Associate Director

Portland Interviewing Day: March 2,/995
Current Job Listings
The Career Center has information on hundreds
of jobs that are not listed in our weekly Career
Bulletins. We exchange job listings with over 20
major universities, and we subscribe and receive
weekly / monthly job listings from:
The International Educator
Maine Sunday Telegram
Human Services Career Connection
The Chronicle of Higher Education
Earth Work
Minority Review

Opportunities in Public Affairs
ational Business Employment Weekly
Current Jobs in Writing, Editing &
Communications
The National Arts Job Bank
The Job Seeker—Jobs in Environmental
Professions
Environmental Opportunities
Northeast Athletics Job Link
Boys Club of America
Community Jobs Opportunities
Current Jobs for Graduates - Liberal Arts
Professions
International Employment Gazette
Teaching Opportunities

00400001111000001100000000000
Senior Job Placement
Career Center
Nights

2
w
•

Job Search
Workshops

College of Engineering
College of Sciences
Fall 1994
Thursday, September 15 •
College of Business Administration
Please sign up ahead of time for the
Tuesday, September 20
workshops that you plan to attend

Location: 115 Donald P. Corbett Hall
Time: 6:00 PM

O
O
•by calling the Career Center at 581-

•1359 or by stopping by the office on
the third floor of Chadbourne Hall.
•Additional workshops will be
announced in the Career Bulletin.
21

College ofArts & Humanities
College of Social & Behavioral Sciences
Wednesday,September
College of Natural Resources,
All workshops will be held in the
Forestry & Agriculture
•Career Center unless otherwise noted*.
Thursday, September 22
Resume Writing Basics
Location: 107 Donald P. Corbett Hall
Thursday,September 15 2:10 PM
Time: 6:00 PM
3:10 PM
Monday,September 19
Non-Traditional/Commuter Students 41/ Tuesday,September 20 3:10 PM
If you are unable to make the Senior Job
•Wednesday,September 21 2:10PM
Placement Night for your college,
2:10 PM
•Tuesday,September 27
Friday, September 30
12:00 PM
please come to one of the following:
(Noon)
Wednesday
September 28
Noon-1:00 P.M. FFA Room, Union
Interviewing Techniques
Thursday
September 29
Thursday,September 22 2:10 PM
Noon-1:00 P.M. FFA Room,Union
3:10 PM
•Friday, September 23
26
2:10
PM
Monday,
September
Find Out About:
Thursday,September 29 3:10 PM
•On-Campus Interviews

•
5

•

Services Offered
'Career Counseling & Job Search
Advising
'Computerized Career Programs
and Job Listings
'Self-Help Career Lab
• Career Literature
• Maine Mentor Program
• Resume Critiques
• Seminars & Workshops
'Mock Interviews
'Special Programs
•On-Campus Interviews
'Current Job Openings
'Employer Literature
'Graduate & Professional School
Information
• Resume Referrals
'Cooperative Education and
Internship Listings
Cover Letters
Wednesday,September 21 3:10 PM
3:10 PM
Tuesday,September 27
Finding Co-op & Internship Positions
Monday,September 19
2:10 PM
Thursday, October 20
2:10 PM
Wednesday, November 30 3:10 PM
Federal Job Search
Thursday, October 27
2:10 PM
Job Fairs:
Effective Use ofJob Fairs
October 18
3:10 PM
Making the Most of the Maine
Recruiting Consortium
November 29
2:10 PM
November 30
2:10 PM
Appying to Graduate School
Wednesday, October 19 3:15 PM
*Memorial Union

*Job Listings

*Off-Campus Job Search Strategies
*Registration Procedures For the Career
CenteThe
Learn how to takefull advantage of the
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00am - 4:30 pm
Career Center's programs and services
3rd Floor Chadbourne Hall* 581-1359
throughout your senior year.

Career Center

Building Your Future
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State News

• Abortion clinic protests turn violent
• State truck kills four teens in accident

• Controversy

Rockport clinic drops abortions, citing Florida violence
ROCKPORT(AP) Doctors at a Rockport women's health clinic have stopped performing abortions,pointing to violence at abortion clinics elsewhere and peaceful protests
outside their own door for years.
Anti-abortion activists have demonstrated
at the entrance to the Penobscot Bay Women's
Health Center for four years.
The center'stwo doctorsdecided last month
to stop performing abortions because they were
concerned about shootings and other violence
at clinics elsewhere, a spokesman said.
"The physicians began discussing this issue after a doctor was shot in Florida," said

Russ Donahue,spokesman for the Penobscot
Bay Medical Center, which is affiliated with
the clinic. "The picketers here were always
peaceful. The concern was that the activity
might eventually attract someone prone to
violence."
Two Pensacola, Florida, doctors who performed abortions have been killed in the past
two years.
Donahuesaid the Rockport women's health
center performed fewer than five abortions in
1993.
"The physicians came to the conclusion
that the risk to themselves, their patients, staff

and families was not worth it for such a small
group when the procedure is available elsewhere," he said.
Ed Gerrish ofStockton Springs,one ofthe
original picketers,called the center's decision
"a major victory for pro-life forces, a major
victory for non-violent, Christian protest."
But a spokeswoman for Planned Parenthood of Northern New England said the protesters had harassed the doctors in Rockport
and elsewhere.
"They are being harassed unmercifully,
and it is very unfortunate," said Katie Fullam.
"It's a horrifying situation."

"It's unfortunate that the tactics ofthe antichoice people are such that though we have
been able to maintain the legality of abortion
they have managed to greatly limit the accessibility," she said.
Gerrish said the doctors' stated wish to
avoid violence "is only part of the story."
"Yes,this issue has attracted crazy people,
I understand the center's concern about violence. We can'texpectthem tosay our presence
changed their minds,to see abortion as wrong,
but they never would have made this decision if
we hadn't been there, standing up for what we
believe in."

• Accident

Four Athens youths killed when car, DOT truck collide
MADISON (AP) — Four high school
students were killed on their way to school
Wednesday when a state Department of
Transportation dump truck slammed broadside into their car.
A fifth youth was seriously injured in the
crash, which occurred at the intersection of
U.S. Route 201 and state Route 43, said
Madison police Chief Harley Dunlap.
The five Madison Area High School
students, all Athens residents, were headed

west on Route 43 and the driver, Audra
Linkletter, 17, had pulled onto Route 201
when the northbound truck hit the car at 7:30
a.m., Dunlap said.
Linkletter and two passengers — Tonia
Post and James Sites, both 17 — were declared dead at the scene. Mark Haynie, 15,
was pronounced dead at Redington-Fairview General Hospital in Skowhegan, the
chief said.
Ryan Linkletter, 14, the driver's cousin,

was transferred to Eastern Maine Medical
Center in Bangor, where officials said he
was still being evaluated late Wednesday
afternoon.
"They're all excellent students and real
good athletes," said Dunlap. "It's a real
tragedy to this community."
State police were trying to reconstruct
the events leading up to the crash, but Dunlap said there was no indication either vehicle was speeding and he did not anticipate

any charges being filed against the truck
driver.
There is a stop sign at the intersection on
Route 43,but investigators could not immediately determine whether the car had
stopped, the chief said. There are no obstructions to visibility at the intersection, he
said.
The truck driver,Earl Pierce,37,of West
Forks, was not injured, said DOT spokesman John Stanley.

Forless than a dollar aday
both will give you the power you need to
survive this semester

t

OneJava,piping hot, no sugar and hold the moojuice.

With an Apple Computer Loan, it's now easier than ever to buy a Macintosh' personal
computer. In fact,with Apple's special low interest and easy terms, you can own a Mae for
as little as $23 per month Buy any select Macintosh now, and you'll also get something no
other computer offers: the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help
you with all aspects of writing papers. A personal organizer/calendar created specifically for

Maattlasb Performa" 63641250
Apple Color Plus lc D4olay,AppleDesign*
Keyboardand mouse
Only $1,399.00. Or about $23 a ntotab.t

I

V

Macintosh linforma 6368/250
with CD-Rom, Apple Cdor Plus 14"Display
4pIeDesign Keyboardand mouse
On0 $1,699.00. Or about $28 a ntontilt

students (the only one of its kind). And the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line
resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisWorks, an integrated package
complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing software and more. All at special
low student pricing. With an offer this good, it's the best time ever to
discover the power every student needs. The power to be your best7

ple

Visit Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall or call 581-2580
(ffer opires Odober 171994;available only while supplies last. ©1994Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Performa and "Thepower to be your best" are registered trademarks optople Computer, Inc AppleDes(gn and Mac are trademarks ofApple Computer; Inc.
ClarisWorks is a registered trademark of Claris Cotporation. 'Monthly payment is an estimate based on an Apple Computer Loan of $1,480.42for the Performa 636and $179788for the Performa 636 with CD-ROM systems shown abote. $23 per month is an estimate based on an Apple Computer Loan
of $1,485.71for a Performa 636 system. Prices and loan amounts are subject to change without notice. See your Apple Campus Reseller or representativefor current system prices. A SS% loan origination fee will be added to the requested loan amount. The interest rate is variable, based on the
commercial paper rate plus 535% For the month ofAugust 1994, the interest rate was 10,10% with an APR of 11368 8-year loan term with no prepayment penally. The monthly payment shown assumes no deferment ofprincipal or interest. Students may defer principalpayments up to 4years, or
untilgraduation. Deferment will change your monthly payments. The Apple Computer Loan is subject to credit approval.
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Senate

from page 3

The last resolution discussed called for
amending the financial policies so that certain
government board positions could be paid by
the month or semester. VPFA Gagne said that
certain board member's salaries were so low
that it was"ridiculous" to pay them bi-weekly.
The resolution passed 11-0-2.
The fact that the largest university in Maine
does not have an Office ofMinority Affairs was
also briefly discussed.
"We have approval to fill all three positions," said Dean of Student Services Dwight
Rideout,and that ofthe 170or so applicants the
12 member search committee would have the
number narrowed down by next week.
These finalists would then be brought to
campus for a day. Open forums for students to
meet prospective candidates will be announced
later.
Rideout also said the positions will probably not be filled until much later in the semester,
and possible not until July 1, 1995.
The meeting also included a discussion of
the Athletic Director's office.
"After allthe stink we made againstPloszek,"
said President Bob L'Heureux, "I think we
really need to get someone there to really nail
these guys."
The open forums for students to meet the
AD candidates are: Butch Worley September
16, 3:00-4:00 p.m. in Totman Lounge in Memorial Union;Doug Woolard,September22in
the Bangor Lounge;and Jack McDonald,September 26,in the Bangor Lounge.
The Senate also discussed filling a number
of Student Government positions. At present
there are two student openings on the Faulty
Senate. Interested candidates should contact
Charles Allen in the Student Government office.
Nominations for BOT representative

• Lawsuit

Penobscot Indians sue Key Bank, others
PORTLAND(AP)— A lawsuit accusing
Key Bank and others ofluring an Indian tribe
into a failed business venture — costing the
tribe $1.5 million — is "absolutely outrageous," a bank official said.
The lawsuit filed by the 2,000-member
Penobscot Nation in federal court accused the
defendants of conspiracy to defraud the tribe,
conflicts of interest, and mail and wire fraud
related to Schiavi Homes, a mobile home
company in which the Penobscots invested.
Reuben Phillips,the tribe's lieutenantgovernor, said the Penobscots were "victimized,
manipulated and lied to" by the alleged conspirators.
"What has anyone done to stop Key Bank
and its co-conspirators on theirrampage ofbad
acts? The answer, at this point, is nothing,"

Phillips told a news conference at the Holiday
Inn by the Bay.
The lawsuit against Key Bank of Maine —
a subsidiary of Cleveland-based KeyCorp —
followed a four-year investigation by the Penobscots,the Penobscot County Sheriffs Departmentand otheragencies.Nocriminal charges were filed in the case.
"Clearly they're trying to smear our reputation and take actions which are detrimental
to the business of this bank. If they believe
we're going to take that lying down, they're
mistaken," said Einar Andersen, the bank's
general counsel.
The problems dated back to 1986 when the
Penobscot Nation agreed to pay $5 million to
purchase a limited partnership in Schiavi
Homes,an Oxford mobile home retailing com-

were also taken.
Aaron Burns nominated Bill Reed. Vinnie
Daigle nominated Chris LeClair.Andrew Weymouth nominated Anne Allen, and President
L'Heureux nominated John Schaefer.
The BOT representative position is open to
any activity fee-paying student.
Nomination, and subsequent approval by
the Senate are required. Interested candidates
should contact Charles Allen.
With student elections coming up on Sept.
29,the Senate was concerned about the FEPC
having only two members out of a possible
seven. No decisionn was arrived at. Nomination papers are available September 14.
The Senate is also looking for a Secretary and a Parliamentarian. Both are paid
positions. Interested candidates should
contact Charles Allen.

Higgins

1

The following position
is available with the
General Student Senate:

pany,atthe direction ofTribal Assets Management.
John Schiavi is a director of Key Bank,
which agreed to provide the financing for the
deal.
But the venture quickly soured. The Penobscot Nation, with a 90 percent limited
partnership, could only watch as the business
began to fail under the management of John
Palmer, an associate of Schiavi, the lawsuit
says.
With losses mounting,thePenobscots hired
the law firm of Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer &
Nelson to investigate the propriety ofthe business deal without the knowledge that the firm
had worked for Key Bank's predecessor, Depositors Trust Co.The law firm found nothing
improper.
from page 3

Fr. Higgins replaced Fr. Frank Murray as a sanctuary from the hassles of academic
on July 1st. A native ofCumberland, Maine, life. Students should feel welcome to avail
he is the eldest and only male in a family of themselves of the numerous services at the
four. He graduated from Cheverus High Newman Center; to relax, study and generSchool in Portland, and St. Michael's Col- ally feel at home.
"I want to walk with students through
lege in Winooski, Vt.,where he obtained a
entered
he
Later
studies.
religious
in
degree
their pains and struggles as well as theirjoys
St. Mary's Seminary and was ordained in and successes," Fr. Higgins said.
1987.
Plans for the future include a Saturday
Fr. Higgins has a long track record in night campus ministry as an alternative to
youth ministry and has previously minis- the party scene.
tered in Caribou and Lewiston parishes. He
This would incorporate communal meals,
fan.
sports
fanatical
and
athlete
is an avid
video nights,discussion groups,and leaderFired with youthful zeal, Fr. Higgins ship training. He said he is open to further
eagerly approaches the prospect of serving suggestions and ideasfrom the student body.
Higgins said his main challenge is to
the campus community,a prospect which he
reach out to the growing off-campus comregards as invigorating and challenging.
"I relate well with this age group and munity who generally become alienated and
have ample stamina to keep pace with the disaffected from religious activities.
college lifestyle," he said.
"I cordially invite them to return to celHe said college life can be very stressful ebrate and worship here at the Newman
and wishes to advance the Newman Center Center," Higgins concluded.

• Health reform

Board of Trustees
Student Representative
Requirement: Applicant must be an
activity fee paying student.
Interested students can personally speak
to Bob L'Heureux or Charles Allen in the
Student Government Office on the
3rd floor of Memorial Union or
have someone nominate them at the
General Student Senate meeting on
Tuesday, September 20, 1994.

71

Mitchell says bill
possible this year
WASHINGTON(AP)— Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell and moderates say
they are still trying to strike a deal on health
reform this year that will be hard for other
senators to resist.
"Health care reform is notdead.It's alive,"
Sen.John Breaux,D-La.,said after75 minutes
of talks with Mitchell, D-Maine,on Wednesday evening.
Senate liberals expressed doubts earlier
Wednesday about the prospects of Mitchell
and the so-called mainstream group producing a viable plan. They said they will fight
instead for guaranteed coverage for all children.
Mitchell praised their goal, saying it is
widely shared by Democrats and Republicans
alike. "Maybe that can serve as a common
ground for moving forward," he said.
Mitchell said his staff would keep meeting
with the staffs of Sen. John Chafee, R-R.1.,
Breaux and others in the mainstream group.
"We believe that there's a possibility for
agreement on most of the issues involved,"
said Mitchell, who will sitdown again with the
Chafee group Monday.
"We remain committed to the effort and
united in the belief that it is both possible
and desirable to get a good bill passed this

year," he added.
Chafee described himselfas "the constant
optimist."
Sen. Bob Kerrey, D-Neb., said they were
trying to produce a plan "that's darn hard to
vote no on."
Mitchell and the moderates declined to
discuss what they agree or disagree on.
After his own 1,443-page bill went nowhere during two weeks ofdebate last month,
Mitchell offered to sit down with Chafee's
group and use its less regulatory proposal as
the starting point to craft a new bill.
Republican conservatives have said it is
too late and too close to the November elections to ram any health reform plan through.
Some Democrats, too, want to wait until next
year.
Others, including Sen. Tom Harkin, DIowa, want to push for a streamlined bill
ensuring coverage of the 8 million American
children without health insurance.
Harkin would pay for the subsidies and
otherchanges— including insurance reforms,
home health care for the disabled and a tax
break for the self-employed — by raising
cigarette taxes by $1 a pack,squeezing Medicare and charging upper-income retirees stiffer Medicare premiums.
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National News
• Haiti

• Man fined heavily in killing of student
• Haiti heats up
• DNA evidence points to Simpson
• Crash

Clinton issues ultimatum Investigators search for clues
WASHINGTON(AP)— In a terse ultimatum from the Oval Office, President
Clinton told Haiti's military leaders Thursday night,"Your time is up. Leave now or
we will force you from power."
Against a chorus of opposition, Clinton
used a prime-time address to build his case
for an American invasion of Haiti to expel
a military regime that stole power and stands
accused of 3,000 political murders.
"We must act," Clinton said in televised address from the Oval Office.
He said that the United States' mission
in Haiti would be "limited and specific"
— to "remove the dictators from power
and restore Haiti's legitimate democratically elected government." He said U.S.
forces would help train a civilian police
force, but would not get involved in rebuilding Haiti.
Clinton said the "vast majority of our
troops will come home in months, not
years." Upwards of20,000 U.S.force were
mobilized for the invasion.
Administration sources said one final
option is to dispatch an emissary to try to
persuade Cedras to leave. "It's strictly a
tactical decision, whether they think it has
any chance," a source said, insisting on
anonymity.
In Washington and in the Caribbean,
every sign pointed to an invasion within a
matter of days. One high-ranking official
said an invasion was not likely before Monday.
William Gray, U.S. special envoy on
Haiti, said "There will be a firm deadline" for Cedras to surrender power but
that it would not be publicly announced
"because we're not going to jeopardize
American lives and our military in case
the multinational force does have to go
in.
In forceful, measured words, Clinton
said,"The message of the United States to
the Haitian dictators is clear: Your time is
up. Leave now or we will force you from
power."
Twenty American warships ominously
shadowed Haiti's coast, and two troopladen aircraft carriers were on the way,
expected to be on station by the weekend.
"Obviously, we'll support the American forces and hope and pray that nobody is
injured,innocent people," said Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole. "Plus, the initial
assault may not be too difficult, but then
you've got the occupation and the mopping
up and continued danger for American
young men and women, in some cases."
Clinton signed an executive order authorizing the call-up of 1,600 reservists to
support the invasion force.
The president sought to explain why
American lives should be risked to restore
deposed President Jean-Bertrand Aristide
after three years in exile. He noted that
more than 20 nations have pledged to contribute to a police force.
Americans overwhelmingly oppose an
invasion, according to polls, and there is
widespread opposition in Congress. The
White House acknowledged Clinton
couldn't turn around public opinion with
one speech.
It is widely assumed that most of Haiti's
ragtag forces would run from a fight,throwing off their uniforms and trying to melt

into the civilian population. The fear is
that Americans would become targets of
ambush and guerrilla warfare.
Blaming the military rulers for abusing
Haitians and driving them deeper into poverty and despair, Clinton said, "I know
that the United States cannot and should
not be the world's policeman. But we have
a responsibility to respond when inhumanity offends our values."
"And we have a particular interest in
stopping brutality when it occurs so close
to our shores," he said.
Clinton said Aristide had pledged to
step down when his term expires in February 1996. Aristide's lawyer, Mike Barnes,
said it has always been Aristide's intention to abide by the constitutional schedule.
Aristide has not made that commitment publicly.There had been speculation
he would add his time in exile to the end of
his scheduled term of office,enabling him
to have five full years as Haiti's president.
Defense Secretary William Perry said
there was no indication that Cedras, Lt.
Col. Michel Francois,the police commander, or Gen. Philippe Biamby, the Army
chief of staff, were ready to leave, despite
an offer of safe passage to a comfortable
life in another country.
He said there have been reports from
Haiti "indicating a fair amount of turmoil
in the ruling regime there."
Clinton emphasized allegations of human rights abuses. The United States
estimates 3,000 people have been killed
in three years of political assassinations.
"Cedras and his armed thugs have conducted a reign of terror," the president
said. "Executing children. Raping women. Killing priests. As the dictators have
grown more desperate, the atrocities have
grown ever more brutal."
As long as Cedras rules, Clinton said,
Haitians will continue to seek sanctuary in
the United States. More than 14,000 Haitians are housed at the U.S. naval base at
Guantanamo,Cuba, and the United States
has spent $177 million to support them
and maintain the economic embargo on
Haiti, Clinton said.
Some 300,000 Haitians are in hiding in
their country, eager to flee, Clinton said.
"If we do not act, they will be the next
wave of refugees at our door," he said.
"We will continue to face a mass exodus
of refugees and a constant threat to stability in our region and control of our borders."
Four Republican senators sought an
opinion from the Justice Department on
whether President Clinton must have congressional authorization before launching
an invasion of Haiti.
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, RKan., and Sens. Alan Simpson, R-Wyo.,
Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., and William
Cohen, R-Maine, said they were seeking
"any legal opinion that may have been
rendered, orally or in writing, by the Office of Legal Counsel, concerning whether congressional authorization is required
before U.S. military forces initiate an invasion of Haiti."
The Office of Legal Counsel is the
chiefadvisor to the Clinton administration
on constitutional matters.

CORAOPOLIS,Pa.(AP)— More than
20 people sweated in the afternoon heat of a
hangar near the Pittsburgh airport,painstakingly laying out pieces of wreckage on the
floor in the shape of an airplane.
Investigators are piecing together the
thousands ofshattered, blackened shards of
USAir Flight 427, trying to determine why
it crashed.
A piece of silver fuselage contained a
couple of window frames with the glass
missing. Part of USAir's logo—the bright
red painted letters "U" and "S" — could
be made out on another piece from the side
ofthe plane.The plane's tail rests in the rear
of the hangar.
Some of the larger pieces are the size of
a small car. The smallest ones, piled in
dozens oflaundry-basket-size bins,are mere
splinters.
"We are looking for fractures. We are
looking for punctures. We are looking for
stress in the metal," National Transportation Safety Board spokesman Michael Benson said Wednesday.
So far, federal officials have no explanation why the Boeing 737-300 jetliner
suddenly dropped 6,000 feet last Thursday
and nose-dived into a ravine at 300 mph.
The tremendous force of impact shattered
the plane and killed all 132 people on
board.
"I can't predict when we'll have some-

thing," said chief NTSB investigator Tom
Haueter. "We're working quickly, but it
does take time."
Although they have not ruled out any
possibilities, investigators have found no
link between the crash and the presence on
the plane of a convicted cocaine trafficker
and government informant,FBI spokesman
Charles Mandigo said from Washington,
D.C.
Passenger Paul Olson, 34,spent the day
of the disaster with federal prosecutors in
Chicago,discussing testimony in an upcoming drug trial, assistant U.S. Attorney Mark
Prosperi said. The Gannett News Service
and New York Post reported today on Olson's background.
Haueter hoped to have all the wreckage
collected by Friday and to identify a cause
for the crash within six months.
Preliminary data from the flight recorder
has led investigators to believe that thejet's
right wing rose, forcing it to roll to the left
and go outofcontrol.They are looking at the
plane's spoilers — wing flaps used to slow
a plane in flight or after landing — and
autopilot.
Two theories have been discounted: that
thrust reversers were deployed in flight and
that an engine came loose.
About 450 people attended a service in
Moorestown,N.J.for Capt.Peter Germano,
the plane's 45-year-old pilot.

Hey Seniors!

Come join

Senior Council
and make your senior year a
memorable one!
First meeting of the year is on
Wednesday, Sept. 21st at 9 pm.

Sutton Lounge
Second floor of the Union
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• Sentence

• Trial

Final DNA tests point to Simpson Man ordered to pay $653,000
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Final DNA test
results show O.J.Simpson was the source ofat
least two blood drops leading from the bodies
of his ex-wife and her friend,a source close to
the case said today.
The genetic evidence revealed a match
between Simpson's blood and blood at the
scene ofthe murder ofNicole Brown Simpson
and Ronald Goldman, said the source, who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
Also,a hair found on Goldman's clothing
is consistent with that of a black person, said
the source,stressing that this may also benefit
the defense.
The source said if the prosecution tries to
argue the hair belongs to Simpson, who is
black, it raises the question of why only one
hair was found on the body when presumably
Simpson would have lost more during a struggle.
Tests of genetic material gathered as evidence are still being conducted by two laboratories and some of the tests are inconclusive,
but a batch of final results were forwarded to
defense lawyers and prosecutorsthis week,the
source said, confirming a report today in the
Los Angeles Times.
Deoxyribonucleic acid isthechemicalcompound encased in the chromosomes of every
human cell that contains the body's genetic
program.
Tests ofsuch material could provide some
of the most damaging scientific evidence
against the football Hall of Famer. Defense
attorneys declined to cornment.
Simpson,47, is charged with murder in the
June 12 slashing deaths of his ex-wife Nicole
Brown Simpson and herfriend Ronald Goldman.

in slaying of Japanese student

A hair whose existence was never previously reported in the media was found on
BATON ROUGE, La.(AP) — A hoGoldman's clothing and matches that of a
black person, the sources told the AP. The meowner was ordered to pay $653,000
strand is being analyzed to determine whether Thursday to the parents of a Japanese
exchange student who was shot to death
it matches Simpson's hair.
The finding may work in the defense's in 1992 when he went to the wrong door
favor,the sources said, because if prosecutors while looking for a Halloween party.
State District Judge Bill Brown retry to argue the hair is Simpson's,the defense
can ask why only one hair was found on the jected Rodney Peairs' explanation that
body when presumably the attacker would he thought 16-year-old Yoshihiro Hathave lost more in a struggle.
tori was a lunatic bent on hurting him and
found
had
they
said
Earlier, authorities
his family.
"There is no justification that the killa black person's hairs in a ski cap at the
crime scene outside Ms.Simpson's condo- ing was necessary to save himself or his
family," Brown ruled in a lawsuit filed
minium.
The sources also said no final decision had by the boy's parents.
Peairs, 32, was acquitted of manbeen made on whether to have Ms.Simpson's
children,Sydney,8,and Justin,6,testify at the slaughter last year in the slaying.
Masaichi and Mieko Hattori plan to
trial, scheduled to start with jury selection
the money to a foundation they set
give
Sept. 26.
Police have said the children were asleep up in their son's name to foster underinside the condominium at the time of the standing between the United States and
killings — estimated to have occurred be- Japan.
"Although the verdict was in our fatween 10:15 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
Sydney, who was in police custody after vor, the hole in my heart will always be
the slayings, was overheard saying about the there forever," Mrs. Hattori said. And in
night her mother was killed, "I heard Mom- a plea to the American people, she said:
my's best friend's voice and heard Mommy "Please decrease the number of handguns as much as possible."
crying."
Hattori was shot after he and the son
It isn't known exactly when the child heard
the voices or whether her mother was tallcing of his host parents got lost while looking
on the phone or with someone at her door, or for a Halloween party. Hattori was dressed
in a John Travolta-style disco costume.
in the house.
The teen-ager didn't stop when Peairs
The defense has said in court papers
that Sydney's statement helps clear Simp- shouted, "Freeze!" Peairs opened fire
son by suggesting somebody else was at with a .44-caliber Magnum handgun.
Peairs didn't use the "extraordinary
the crime scene.
care" required by law for using a gun,
and neither Hattori nor his host family

bears any blame, the judge said.
Peairs was ordered to pay $85,000 for
the youth's pain and suffering; $275,000
each to his parents,for the wrongful death;
and about $18,000 to cover funeral expenses.
"I hope a trial like this won't ever be
necessary in the future," the teen-ager's
father said.
John Hainkel, who represented Peairs'
homeowner's insurance company, said
he will appeal. The policy covers
$100,000; the Peairs are responsible for
the rest.
Peairs and his wife, Bonnie, said that
when Hattori and the other teen-ager went
to their front door, Mrs. Peairs looked out
through the carport door,saw two strangers, slammed the door and shouted to her
husband to get his gun. Peairs got his gun
and shot the teen-ager in the carport.
'A reasonable person would have
said,'Why do I need a gun? What did you
see?'" the judge said.
Peairs testified that Hattori ignored
his gun and his order to stop and kept
coming,laughing. He said he thought the
teen-ager was a crazed attacker.
Howell Andrews, the Peairs' lawyer,
said in his closing argument that their
fear was understandable.
"Bonnie Peairs was in her nightclothes," he said. "She looked out the
door, saw strangers, slammed the door
and said, 'Rodney, get a gun.' There's
nothing wrong with that. We still have a
right to do that in America. It's what a
reasonable man would have done."

Student Senate
• Student Senate nomination forms
will be available Wednesday,
September 14th.
• Forms are due back at the Student
Government Office by Wednesday,
September 21st at 3:30pm.
•Elections will be held Thursday,
September 29th.
• Must be an Undergradudate Activity
Paying Student

SAVE

(06e
Salon •
Street
-lair
• I Main
•
35 N'Tow1-1,
Old

$5 Off
any perm, color
or haircut with
student ID
Not to be used with any
other offer, one coupon
per customer

L.827-3347

—1

SYSTEMS
SLAPP
COMPUTERS AND STUFF
2001-B HAMMOND STREET IN HERMON
IN THE COMTECH BUILDING OFF ROUTE 2

RECONDITIONED SYSTEMS
PC DOS
286 Based Systems From $249
6.1 only
386 Based Systems From $369
$19.99 with system
486 Based Systems From $459
SYSTEMS INCLUDE: Mono Monitor, 101 keyboard, CPU unit with 1 meg of Ram,
20-40 meg Hard Drive, 1 Low Density Floppy Drive either 3.5 or 5.25 inch sizes,
30 Day Warranty on Parts

STUDENT SPECIAL

Any questions regarding the nomination process
should be directed to Charles Allen at the
Student Government Office or call 581-1775.

386SX40 - 1 Meg of Ram,40 Meg Hard Drive, 720K 3.5 Floppy Desktop Case,
101 Keyboard, Mono SVGA Monitor, 3 Button Mouse & Pad,PC DOS 6.1,
30 Day Warranty on Parts - $399
Multi Media 486SX50 -4 Meg Ram,420 Meg HD, 1.44 & 1.2 Meg Floppy Drives,
CDROM,Sound Blaster w/ Speakers, Mono SVGA, 101 Keyboard, Mouse w/pad,
Mini Tower Case,PC DOS 6.1 -$1069

12pm-6pm Sat & Sun

OPEN 9am-6pm Mon-Fri

Call (207)848-3032

or

Fax (207)848-2064
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Sports Page

• UMaine Field Hockey shuts out Pacific
• Baseball strike causes season to collapse

• Field Hockey

am sports

UMaine blanks Pacific 3-0
Black Bears outshoot Tigers 30-3

Graf out with back injury

By Tony Hallett
FRANKFURT, Germany (AP) —
Steffi Graf, the world's top-ranked
women's tennis player, will be out of
action for three weeks while she recovers from a back injury.
Graf lost the U.S. Open singles
final last weekend to second-seeded
Arantxa Sanchez Vicario, then flew
home to be examined by her doctor in
Essen, Germany. The extent or nature
of the injury is not known.

Montana, Thomas, AFC
players of week
NEW YORK (AP) — Joe Montana and Derrick Thomas, who combined to lead Kansas City over San
Francisco in Montana's first game
against his former teammates, earned
NFL player of the week honors.
Montana was named AFC offensive player of the week after completing 19 of 31 passes for 203 yards and
two touchdowns. Thomas, who had
three sacks, including one for a safety,
was the AFC defensive player of the
week.

NHL
transactions
PITTSBURGH PENGUINS—Released Kevin Meisner and Todd Hanrahan, defenseman, and George Wilcox, forward. Returned Serge Aubin,
center, to Granby of the Quebec Major Junior League. Assigned Trevor
Buchanan,forward,to Fort Wayne and
Eric Murano, forward, to Cleveland
of the International Hockey League.
ST. LOUIS BLUES—Assigned
Steve Staios, defenseman, and Parris
Duffus, goaltender, to Peoria of the
International Hockey League; assigned Alex Vasilevskii, forward, to
Prince George of the Western Hockey
League.
VANCOUVER CANUCKS—Assigned Sergei Tkachenko, goaltender,
to Syracuse of the American Hockey
League, and John Badduke, forward,
to be determined.

Metcalf, Turner arrested
Wednesday
The Cleveland Brown's Eric Metcalf and Eric Turner were arrested on
traffic charges Wednesday.
Metcalf and safety Eric Turner will
be available for Sunday's game after
their arrests.
The Browns play host to the Arizona Cardinals on Sunday.
Turner leads the team in tackles,
and Metcalf ranks second in the NFL in
punt return average.
Police in the Cleveland suburb of
Independence charged Metcalf and
Turner, who were driving separate cars,
with reckless driving and improper
change of lanes on Interstate 480. No
other information has been released.

Sports Writer
Domination was the name of the game,
and the University of Maine Black Bear
field hockey team played the game well.
The Bears won a decisive 3-0 victory
over coach Carla Konet's University ofthe
Pacific Tigers Thursday afternoon at home.
"Sometimes you play down to the level
of your opponents, but we tried to keep up
the pace ofthe game,"seniorforward Jenni
Stinchcomb said after the game.
The Bears did just that, and more. At
the end of the first half, the stats told all:
The UM team had 21 shots on goal to
Pacific's three and a 1-0 lead. The Bears
ended the game out-shooting Pacific 30-3;
25-2 inside goal crease alone, and had 10
more penalty corners.
The Bears took the lead late in the first
half on an unassisted goal by Stinchcomb
with less than 9:28 left to play. Stinchcomb led the Bear's offensive assault with
two goals on the day, securing her second
early in the final stanza.
Michelle Gallan put the icing on the
cake when she slapped the ball in with 13
minutes remaining on the clock putting
Maine up by three. Annie Elkanich and
Margaret Henrick each notched an assist
on the play.
Going into the game, the Bears were
unsure of what to expect from the California team.
"We weren't really sure(what to expect). Coach (Terry Kix) hadn't told us
much," Stinchcomb describes her ex-

pectations of the game. The Bears knew
that field hockey was not as popular in
the western states as in Maine,but Stinchcomb stated that the Bears "try not to
underrate any opponents."

Stinchcomb does believe that Thursday's game was a preview of how the
season would go for the Bears.
See FIELD HOCKEY
page 27

UMaine's Karen Herbert (middle white jersey) gets caught in the middle
between Pacific's Kristen Forcina and Michelle McKaskey (Page photo)

• Baseball strike

Baseball season officially cancelled
From Staff and Wire reports
Strike three, you're out! There will
be no more baseball this season and it is
possible the strike will not be resolved
until 1996.
By the time Bud Selig stepped to the
microphone and began talking about it
being a sad day, everyone knew what was
coming.
Baseball was done for 1994. The exciting pennant races, the expanded playoffs, even the World Series, finished.
Yet when Selig announced Wednesday that the season was canceled, not even
he could answer the big question: What's
next?
Maybe spring training starting next
year with replacement players. Maybe an
entirely new league made up of major
leaguers. Maybe no baseball at all.
University of Maine head baseball
coach John Winkin has been around the
game a long time. He remains optimistic
that the strike will not hurt the image of
the game forever.
"It obviously hurts the game,"
Winkin said Thursday. "But the American public always rallies around and
comes to quality events," he said, refer-

Senate to review the anti-trust law,"
ring to baseball games.
Selig, the acting commissioner, Winkin said.
called off what remained of an extraordiIn the meantime, the game may soon
nary season on Day 34 of the players' start taking a new shape.
strike.
Owners can declare an impasse in
"When people think back to what the bargaining and impose a salary cap, which
final image of the 1994 season will be, it was the sticking point in these recent talks
may be Bud Selig at a press conference between Fehr and owners' negotiator Riprotesting pain and gnashing his teeth but chard Ravitch.
Then, teams might see who shows up
nevertheless going ahead and dashing the
union
to
play.
hopes and dreams of many people,"
"Kansas City's going to have profeshead Donald Fehr charged.
Twenty-six of the 28 teams voted to sional baseball next year if I have anycancel. Baltimore owner Peter Angelos thing to do with it," Royals CEO David
agreed with idea, but wanted to reword the Glass said.
"I know Mr.(general manager Herk)
resolution; Cincinnati owner Marge Schott
said minor leaguers should be used to Robinson will take the best 25 players
available to him from whatever source,"
continue the season, Selig said.
"This is a sad day," Selig said in a he said. "I think most everyone feels that
statement sent by fax. "Nobody wanted way. But what we really want is to have
this to happen, but the strike leaves us no the Royals players back playing up to their
abilities. It will have to be an industry
choice but to take this action."
President Clinton, meanwhile, said decision."
Agent Dick Moss, however, is trying
maybe it was time for government to take
some action and consider taking away to organize the first new major league
since the Federal League started in 1914.
baseball's antitrust exemption.
Coach Winkin also stated that he Moss was Fehr's predecessor as the union's
thinks it might be time for the government general counsel.
to step in.
See STRIKE
page 26
"It might take action on part of the
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• UMaine Football

Strike

Black Bears prepare for Terriers
By Larry Rogers
Sports Editor
The UMaine football team will have
their work cut out for them tomorrow.
The big bad Boston University Terriers,
ranked 10th in Div. I-AA,are coming to
town to do battle with the Black Bears
on the gridiron. The Yankee Conference match-up is at 1:00 p.m. on Alumni
Field.
Last season, the Terriers cruised by
the Black Bears 45-0 at B.U.
Maine,currently 0-2(0-1 in the YC),
is averaging only 13.5 points per contest, while they're letting up 28 points a
game. These figures will have to improve if they want to stop the Terriers'
potent offense, which rolled for 431
yards and scored 45 points in last week's
defeat of Colgate,45-7. Boston University is 1-0, and has not yet played a
conference game.
Maine may have some success running the ball,they're averaging 168 yards
a game rushing, and the Terriers let up
233 against Colgate. Through two
games, UMaine sophomore tailback Bob

Jameson leads the team with 150 yards
on 34 carries and one TD, while senior
fullback Steve Knight has 116 yards on
26 carries. Ray Baur and Andre Pam
have added valuable depth at fullback
and tailback respectively.
Knight thinks Maine will have no
problem moving the pigskin on the
ground.
"I think we can run on them because
they're pretty small up front," Knight
said. "I think we can pound it out and try
to keep our offense on the field as long
as we can," he said.
The Black Bears may have a problem passing the ball. The Terriers let up
only 97 yards passing in their only game,
and Maine is averaging just 121 yards in
the air. Senior quarterback Emilio Colon has been nothing more than mediocre, completing 25 of 44 passes for 229
yards and one TD. He has been intercepted twice. Junior Brian Gaine has
been a force at tight end for the Bears, he
leads the squad with 11 catches for 92
yards.
Maine has been sparked on defense
by senior end Rob Shaw (2 sacks) and

Sugarloaf USA
College Season Pass
0„ r:64)2
e6IC3' \c`q

$299
Until Oct. 12

‘4\c'

sA
Osss,

sophomore cornerback Alon Byers (2
INT, 14 tack.,).
Look for Terriers to go to the air
often, they employ a run-and-shoot offense and they execute it well. Quarterback Robert Daugherty, a senior, is
the reigning Yankee Conference and
ECAC Player of the Year. Last week he
completed 18 of 23 passes (78%) for
251 yards with two touchdowns. His
favorite targets are wide-outs Chris
Walker, a junior, and senior Carnell
Henderson.
On defense, the Terriers have one
of the best secondaries in the YC. Chris
Helon, a senior cornerback, was firstteam All-YC, while classmate John May
was a second-team All-YC free safety.
Helon had 11 pick-offs last season, the
most by any college player.

•Football Notes: Steve Cates, a
senior wide receiver and punt returner,
is averaging 12.2 yards per punt return,
which ranks him second in the YC.
•Maine's three interceptions as a
team ties them for second in the league.
*Colon needs 20 more yards passing to reach 5,000 for his career; he is
second on the Black Bear passing list
behind Mike Buck.
.B.U. leads the series 22-5-1, which
dates back to 1920.

Family Market
827 Stillwater Ave.
827-3663

Grand
Re-Opening

Athletic Ticket Office

Friday, Sept. 16

from page 25

"The goal is to field teams in April,
so you would have to be pretty far along
by January," Moss said.
Normally, January would be smack
in the middle of the fans' Hot Stove
League. But with so much uncertainty,
teams are not sure what kind of moves
they might make in the offseason.
"Are we able to sign any of our players? What about free agents? I don't
know," New York Mets general manager
Joe Mcllvaine said.
Paul O'Neill, who wound up winning
this year's AL batting title, Jack McDowell, Orel Hershiser and Gregg Jefferies
were among the top players eligible to file
for free agency at the end of the season.
Although the season was shortened,
all of this year's statistics count.
That means Tony Gwynn finished at
.394, the highest batting average since
Ted Williams hit.406 in 1941 and the best
in the NL since 1930.
Matt Williams, who was on a pace to
threaten Roger Mans' record of 61 home
runs,finished with a major league-leading
43. Frank Thomas and Albert Belle both
were among the AL leaders in average,
homers and RBIs, but neither got a last
chance to win the Triple Crown.
There will be postseason honors,just
like always. Greg Maddux, with a 1.56
ERA and a 16-6 record, is almost certain
to become the first pitcher to win three
straight Cy Young Awards when voting is
announced in October.
October, however, usually means the
World Series. For the first time since 1904,
when it was only a year old, there will be
no World Series.
"Everyone wants to have the chance
to play in the World Series," Chicago
White Sox manager Gene Lamont said.
"We thought we had a good chance.
"It's hard on us, it's hard on the
Indians,and Yankees.It's tough on everybody but it's even tougher on teams that
thought they had a chance," he said.

FAX, Copies, Computers

Typing, Printing, Résumés
Cheep Beer
Cheep Cappaccino

Door Prizes
Beer Posters
Cash Drawing
Free Candy & Soda

Rhinos Copies
153 Park Street, Orono, Maine

866-7141 pp'

• Great selection of bikes, parts
and accesories
• Expert tune-ups
• Ride schedule
Mountain
Road

Monday
Weds
Friday

9 Pine Street
Orono, ME
866-3525

5:00PM
3:30PM
5:00PM

Open
M9-5
T-Th 9-7
F9-5
Sat 9-4

—7,000 mutual funds, 2,000 insurance companies all claiming
#1 this and #1 that. Who can you turn to for objective financial advice to help you chart your course to a secure retirement?
Your Crew
Firstmark
Maine's Premier
Independent Financial
Services Company

Your Captain
Brian Bernatchez
Specialist in
retirement planning
for professionals in
higher education

Plan to attend Brian's information reception on Tuesday,
September 20,6 - 8 p.m., at the Black Bear Inn. Space is limited.
Call Gloria Blair-Chapman for reservations today at 1-800-274-3476.
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• College Football

Auburn's winnin streak reaches unlucky 13
(AP)— Terry Bowden,who hasn't lost
a game in two years as the football coach at
Auburn, is not one to worry about streaks,
trends or superstitions.
It's a good thing this week.
Consider:
— The Tigers' winning streak has
reached unlucky 13.
— Auburn is about to play LSU, the
team that cost them a chance to play for the
national championship in 1988 and handed
them their only loss in 1972.
— LSU is the same team that ended
Alabama's 31-game unbeaten streak last
year. Does anyone have a handy rabbit's
foot?
—Transpose the 31 in Alabama's streak
and what do you get? 13, the same number
of games Auburn has won. Grab the nearest
four-leaf clover!
Bowdenjust shakes his head when those
kinds of comparison are raised. He says it's
possible to draw some impending doom

from every opponent. Besides, it's still too
early in the streak to worry about hidden
meanings.
"We've not won enough games yet to
get that excited about it," Bowden said.
"These things have to go on for a number of
games, a number of years before they become significant."
The 1 1 th-ranked Tigers (2-0) are favored by 10 1/2 points to extend their streak
when they meet LSU (1-1) on Saturday at
Jordan-Hare Stadium. If they do, Auburn
will be only three victories away from tying
the school record set between 1956-58.
"Everybody knows that 17 straight
is the record here at Auburn," punter
Terry Daniel said. "We're shooting for
that."
Beyond that, the streak is still in the
infant stages of anything approaching national importance. Auburn is two seasons
away from approaching Alabama's Southeastern Conference record of 29 straight

Field Hockey

from page 25

"I think we are going to be really strong
this year,and this is a good indicator ofhow
we will do the rest of the year."
Henrick, a junior stopper for the Bears,
covered the Tigers' offensive attempts superbly and was one of the main reasons
Pacific only got off three shots.
On offense, junior mid-fielder
Wendy DuBois was a scoring threat all
afternoon, putting loads of pressure on
the Tigers' net.

"Dubois was very dangerous on offense," said UMaine assistant coach Diane
Madl. "They left her open and she took
advantage of it."
Junior goalkeeper Kristen Forcina had
14 saves for Pacific. Senior Mary Lou
Winstel had none for Maine,but earned the
shutout. The Bears now stand at 2-1-1.
Pacific fell to 0-3 on the year.
Maine plays Michigan Saturday,at 2:30
p.m. at Lengyl Field.

victories(the Tide went 31 games without a
loss, counting a tie). And Oklahoma's alltime mark of47 wins in a row is too far away
to eveabout it," defensive lineman Gary
Walker said. "We didn't think about it
being 13 in a row when we beat Northeast
Louisiana last week. We don't think about it
during the week. It's just something that
happened."
While most players are reluctant to talk
about the streak,QB Patrick Nix opens right
up.
"You can't dodge or avoid the
streak," he said."If you did that, it would
be admitting to the pressure. We aren't
feeling the pressure.

"Some of the guys don't want to talk
about it. But to me, the streak is not for us,
it's for the fans. We want them to talk about
it, because then they'll be here supporting
us. We've got the nation's longest winning
streak. Alabama fans can't say that. LSU
fans can't say that. Auburn fans can."
After Alabama's streak ended last year,
you could almost hear a collective sigh of
relief from the players. They conceded it
had become a burden, causing them to be
more concerned with not losing than with
winning.
"Honestly, I can say there's no pressure on us. There's no pressure to keep the
streak alive," Nix said.

• Schedule
*WEEKEND CAMPUS SPORTS SCHEDULE
SATURDAY
Football vs. Boston University 1:00 p.m., @ Alumni Field
Field Hockey vs. Michigan 2:30 p.m., @ Lengyl Field
Men's Soccer vs. B.U. 7:00 p.m., @ B.U.
Women's Soccer Vs. Stony Brook 12:00 noon, @ Alumni Soccer Field
Men's Cross-country 12:30 p.m. @ UMass, w/ Iona & Northeastern
Women's Cross-country 12:30 p.m. @ UMass
Women's Tennis vs. UMass/Lowell 11:00 a.m. @ home
SUNDAY
Field Hockey: Pacific vs. UNH 12:00 noon @ Lengyl Field
Women's Soccer vs. Rhode Island 12:00 noon @ Alumni Field

Be sure to eatyour Wheaties!

s
NsOtei
53 Main Street, Orono
Next to the Fire Department

SANDWICHES 6c-BAKERY

FRESH-EXPRESS

MADE TO ORDER SANDWICHES
FRESH=_EXPRESS

FRESH_EXPRESS

Deli Style Sandwiches - Cold

Deli Style Sandwiches - Hot

2.49ta+ .each

each

FREE • FREE • FREE

GIANT Fountain Drink
44 oz. Coke or Pepsi

SPRINT - INSTANT FONCARD
Call anywhere within the United States for 5 minutes

With coupon
valid through
L 9/30/94

+ tax

Christy's
53 Main Street
Orono j

FREE - NO CHARGE!
L.

VALUE OF $2.50.
• NO PURCHASE NECESSARY • ONE PER CUSTOMER• WITH THIS COUPON •
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. CHRISTY'S - ORONO

ATM Machine - 24 Hour Availability
call your sandwich orders in • telephone 866-4911

NJ
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• NFL

Neon Deion signs with 49ers
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)- As
Deion Sanders sees it, this could be the start
of a beautiful relationship. The San Francisco 49ers certainly hope so.
One of the NFL's premier cornerbacks, Sanders ended his free-agent tour
by rejecting several more lucrative offers
in favor of a one-year, $1.1 million contract with the 49ers. The deal, signed
Thursday, includes $750,000 in incentives.
"I think everybody understands the expectations for this club and that's why we
wanted Deion to join us," said San Francisco coach George Seifert.
Sanders, a three-time Pro Bowler in
five seasons with the Atlanta Falcons, will
receive $500,000 in incentives if he plays
in a 49ers' NFC championship game victory,and the remaining $250,000 if San Francisco wins the Super Bowl and he plays in
the game.
"Winning was a factor and I know
we're going to win in San Francisco,"

Sanders said. "They've won four Super
Bowls.I'm here to make it don't know who
else they signed," he said. "I mean, I'm
going to do what I was blessed to do. I
might not high step 60 yards; it might be 50
yards....I'm going to go out there, play ball
and have a good time."
San Francisco(1-1) was the first of several NFL teams he visited after the baseball
strike began Aug. 12. He was playing outfield for the Cincinnati Reds until the walkout, and delayed signing an NFL contract
until the baseball season was canceled
Wednesday.
Sanders also said he intended to continue playing both baseball and football
after this season. He said the loss of the
baseball season was a huge blow,but added
the players should continue resisting the
salary cap.
"I was on a playoff team and I would
very much liked to have continued that,"
he said. "But the problem you see now
with the salary cap in football, it has really

eliminated some great players from the
game. I don't feel like the baseball players
really want to go the same route, so we
really stood up for ourselves and we're still
standing up.Sanders said he hoped to play in Sunday's game against the Los Angeles Rams,
but added,"We're going to leave that up to
the coach here," as he patted Seifert on the
back.
The 49ers signed former Pro Bowl defensive end Charles Mann, who was released by the Washington Redskins.Waived
were cornerback Adrian Hardy and defensive tackle Artie Smith, both second-year
players.
Just two weeks ago, 49ers president
Carmen Policy said San Francisco couldn't
afford Sanders because of salary-cap constraints. Policy said once Sanders agreed to
take a one-year offer instead of a multiyear
package, the team jumped back into the
bidding.
The 49ers got the money to bid for

Sanders by restructuring the contracts of
linebackers Gary Plummer and Ken Norton
and safety Tim McDonald, gaining $1.3
million in salary cap room.
Sanders and Mann thus become the
sixth and seventh defensive free agents
added to the team. San Francisco earlier
added Norton,Plummer,Toi Cook, Rickey Jackson and Richard Dent, who is out
10 weeks with a knee injury.
Sanders, Mann, Norton, Jackson and
Dent all have been to the Pro Bowl, and
Seifert has called Sanders the best defensive back in the game today.
"But all that doesn't mean anything
until you perform on the field," Jackson
said.
"He's a hard worker and a great talent.
A lot of that other stuff is just show," said
tight end Brent Jones.
"There's going to besomefeelings hurt,"
cornerback Merton Hanks said. "There's
going to be a shakeup in the secondary,
because he has to play. He has to play."

• Ineligibility

Mets' Gooden fails another drug test
NEW YORK(AP)-Dwight Gooden,
his Cy Young-winning days a dimming memory and his career already in doubt because of
a drug suspension,faces additional disciplinary measures after again failing drug tests.
The New York Mets said Thursday that
Gooden "has committed additional violations of both his aftercare program and the

commissioner's office drug policy."
"After the inveecial assistant in the
Mets front office, said during a telephone
news conference. He said Gooden's future
with the Mets has become a secondary consideration.
"Our concern right now is for Dwight as
a person, his concern as a human being,"

Lynch said."We're rooting for him to get his
life back in order."
Gooden's agent,Jim Neader said the No.
1 priority is to get Gooden's life straightened out, "then think about baseball after
that."
"I personally think he'd like to play
there again," the agent said.

Maine Campus Classifieds
h

elp wanted

for rent

Attention! $1,000 weekly working
from home/dorm folding our
pamplets!...Materials supplied!...No
gimmicks!... See for yourself! Write!
Director, Box 11916, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33339-1916.
$30 hr. minimum. Sell funny college tshirts & profit $3 - $9 per shirt. A riskfree prog. Choose from 19 designs.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4250.
Spring Break '95- SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH & GO FREE!!! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Cancun, Daytona and Panama City
Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849.

Rooms for rent in modern townhouse
apts. 1 mi. to univ. clean $ modern
$225mo. all utilities incl. 827-6212
5 bedroom,2 full baths, modern kitchen,
beautiful river views. 1 mi. to univ. $800
mo. heated call 827-6212
3 bedroom apt. 1 mi. to univ. modern
clean, beautiful river view excellent
location $640 mo. heated 827-6212
Apartment for rent: 4 bedroom
apartment 2 1/2 baths lease & security
deposit, can accommodate 4/6
students. tel: days 827-4550, evenings
732-3368.
1 Roommate needed - Large house,
own room. Close to campus. Call Bill
866-0103.
Orono - rooms w/kitchen facilities,
ample parking and small backyard.
$225/mo. includes all utilities. 827-0471.

roommates
Share lovely home in Orono modern,
clean, quiet, furnished washer dryer,
phone, great deal for nice student.
Clara 866-3701.
1 person needed (male or female)
for Hubbard Farms apt. Call John after
6:00 (866-4180).
Female roommate wanted fall '94 &
spring rent $160 all utilities included! Call 827-5998 ask for Gillian
& Anne.

for sale
1987 Plymouth Reliant, high
mileage, exc. cond, AM/FM stereo,
cass. well maintenance $1700 call
866-4626.
TI-82 scientific calculator. Brand
new, still in box - never used. Received
as gift, but don't need.$70 x7912.

Gooden voluntarily checked into the
Smithers Center for treatment of cocaine
addiction in 1987 and missed a month of the
season. He has been regularly tested since
then.
On June 28, he was suspended for 60
days without pay when he failed two random drug tests.

Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

Car Stereos, Alarms, Rem. Starters,
Sales/installation. Rockford-Forsgate,
Eclispe, JVC, JBL •Sound Shapers 9891889.
Several used, reconditioned road
bikes for sale. $25 to $100. All profits
to charity. 942-2514 Bob.
Macintosh Computer. Complete
system including printer only 4500. Call
Chris at 800-289-5685.
Plane ticket for sale - Bangor to
Raleigh, NC Sept 21 can change for
$35.00. $150 for ticket 989-6942.
Atomic Arc skis marker racing
bindings only used one season asking
$200 call 947-0276 for more info.
Dorm fridge, 32 in. with a real
freezer. Great shape. $110 866-0209.

miscellaneous
How about a Spring term in Canada?
A few talented, organized undergrads
invited to complete applications for
Canadian universities i.e. McGill, Laval,
UNB, by October 1. Contact Gail Yvon,
Canadian-American Center, 1-4225.
Female/Male Exotic Dancers for all
your party needs. Rated G, PG, R, R+.
Exotica 947-4406. New talent welcomed.
In Limbo DJ Service All request.
Exactly what you want. The most
music. M. Laramee 947-9173.

Songwriters join the Maine
Songwriters Guild. For details write a
note to MSG, PO Box 8058, Bangor,
ME 04401.
Get your ham radio license. FREE
CLASS! No skills req, no morse code
req. 1 hour Mon night 9/19 7pm 152
Barrows. Info 866-5759.
Kimberly- Seattle, Portland, Berkley,
"Freaky". Eng Majors need to travel.
Dinner? Andy at cc. M-F, 2-4:30.
Wanted: Dedicated singers for
collegiate chorale. Rehearsals: Tues.
Thurs. 12:10-1:15p.m. Lord Hall Hurry

•*::

.

Blue LL Bean Fleece W/identifying
pink/red stain on front. Last seen at
cabins field across from park place after
rugby practice on Thurs 9/8/94. If
found call 866-7105.

..
Shane -Only 16 weeks until tropical
paradise! I really think 7 nights at sea
with u will be awesome!! First drink on
me! I love you! Beth.
Happy B-Day Summer-Yesterday
that is! One more year!
the roomies

